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CHAPTER ONE

Two 1(inds of 1',nalogy --- An Historical Survey

Etymologically the word "analogy" comes from the

Greek a\>CiA0Y-L<X meaning proportion or a precise relation

bet\\7een quarti ties. The basic concC'l)tion of analogy in the

Elemen-ts of Euclid is that of ident"- of ratio, e. g. as

two is to four so six is to twelve, Dl.rt Aristotle, for

example, uses the term to si9"nify in addi t.i.on a proportional

likenes:; between things and so -the meaning of the term was

extended to include other than purely mathematical or

quanti taU_ ve relations. Indeed as the term is no,\y

employed, any ti,'O things or sta-tes of affairs may be

said to be analogous when, although they are different,

there is a certain similarity or likeness beJcween them, or

a word or term may be said to be analogous when it denotes

things which are different and yet in some respect the

same, or when it has different -though related meanings.

'I'his rather broad characteriz ation, however f hardly indicates

Jche complexity of the much controverted Scholastic doctrine

of analogy which has its roots in Aristotelian philosophy

1
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and was developed and employed, especially by St. Thomas

Aquinas, in connection wiJch the attempt to solve a number

of philosophical problems. Perhaps one of the most

significan-t of these problems is how it is possible to talk

meaningfully about a transcendent deity.

In dealing with religious language Aquinas constantly

strove to avoid two extremes, the first being equivoci ty and

the second, univocity. To take the first extrerne r if 'ive

call ~od good or wise or anything else on this view, we are

merely equivocating. Socrates may be called wise and

"wise" designates human wisdom! but when we call God wise,

"wise" designates divine wisdom and since divine wisdom is

altogether different from and transcends human wisdom, to call

both SocraJces and God'illise is to use the term "vvise"

equivocally. This view of reli,gious language r of course,

either presupposes or entails agnosticism in the sense

that it implies that everytb.ing we say abou-t God necessarily

fails to convey anything about God as he really is. The

second extreme, that of univocitYr presupposes or entails the

very opposiJce of Jche first r namely an-thropomorphism, for on

this view of religious language to say tha-t God is wise and

that Socrates is wise is to say much -the same thing about

both of them, and the term Hwis(:;!" is being employed not

equivocally, but rathe·r, uni vocally f thaJc is, it has the

same meaning v1hen predica-ted of God and Socrates and denotes

the same characteristic v,"hich is presen-t in booth of -them.
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Of course, one can only hold to this view of religious

language if one also holds that there isa basic similarity

between the things which our language is ordinarily used -to

describe and explain and God,. Aquinas would not wish to

commit himself to either of these extremes and the theory

of analogy is an attempt to find a via media between them.

Needless to say, the case we have been discuss~ng

is only one instance where analogy has been thought to have

a prominent role to play -- the significance of a theory

of analogy extends beyond its application to the problems one

encounters in trying to explain the meaning of religious

language. But it is especially within this context, where

the need for analogy or at least something like it is so

pressing, that the theory was developed by the medievals

and it is wi thin this contex-t -that much of the dis cussion

in this essay will take place.

In this chapter we shall be concerned with what

are usually considered to be two quite distinct kinds or

types of analogy -- analogy of at'tribution and analogy of

proportionali-ty to use the terminology of Cajetan. l We

lThomas De Vio r Cardinal Ca"j8'tan r The Arlalogy of
Names and The Concept of Being, literally translated and
annotaJced by Ed'ilard A. Bushinski and Henry J. Koren
(2 nd. ed. f NevJ York: Duquesne Studies, Philosophical
Series, No.4, 1959). Hereafter cited as The Analogy
of No.mes.
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shall trace the origin and backg-round of these types in

Aris·totle, where they appear as pros hen equivoci ty and

analogy , respectively r and in Aquinas, where tJ.l.ey appear

as analogy of proportion and analogy of proportionality.

Cajetan! s account of both \,yill then be dealt wi-th and a

particular di fficul ty in his t:reatment of analogy of

attribution will be taken up in Chapter Two, a difficulty

which may eventually force us to question Cajetan's whole

approach to the problem of analogy.

Aristotle i Pros Hen ~~quivoci ty and A~alogy

Aristotle treats of analogy as a type of equivocity.

The first sentence of the Cate~ories defines an equivocal:

"Things are called equivocal whose name alone is common,

the defintion as denoted by the name being in each case

different. ,,2 There are three elements involved here. FirsJc

of all i there are different things: secondly, there is a

3name which is common to ·these things: thirdly, the

?Oni vocals r on t:l.e other :l.anrl., are -things of which
both ·the name and th8 correspondinq de fini tion are common.
~~ote tha.t by "uni 'locals" and' "equi vocals II Aristotle clearly
meRn~; things no·t names or definitions, see belo-..'l p. 9).

3 II Name " here is not -to be understood as indicating
a proper name, but stands for any verbal symbol signifying
a nature or property or set of properties.
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definitions denoted by the name are differen-t. Aristotle gives

US an example, the name ~wov -- both a man and a painting are

called1;wov thus they have the same name, but a man and a painting

are obvious ly di fferen-t kinds of things and the de fini tion or

meaning of 1;(;)0\) as the narne of a painting differs from the dGfinition

or meaning of 1;['OV as "the name~ of a man. This kind of situa-tion

is readily recognizable as -the foundations of puns and the fallacy

of equivocation. For example, in the English language the name

"date II happens "to denote booth the fruit of a palm-tree and a day of

the mon-th, and the name "pen" happens to deno"te botJ.l. an enclosure

for animals and an instrument for writing.

Aristotle sometimes defines -the equivocals as "things said

in many ways" and by "this he simply means things expressed by the

same illord in ways that differs according to form or de fini tions .

(For Aristotle the definition expresses the form of a thing, thus

when the same name is used of diffeJ::"Gnt things having different

forms there will be different definitions expressed by the name).

Aristotle is well aware f however, tha"t not all things whicl1 are

different in form and defini"tion and yet have the same name, are

given this name merely by chance -- as we might reasonably suppose

is the case when an enclosure for animals and instrument for

writing are both called "pens". Hence we shall have to

make a dist:inction between those things \\7hich are "equivocal by

chance" (and in these Aristo"tle has little interest) and

those which are "equi vocal by design!!. This

dis"tincJc:lon is brough"t ouJc in the following passage from
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the Nicomachean Ethics, where at-tention is drawn to the

equivocal nature ofthe term 'good'.

"The defini-tions of honor and prudence and
pleasure are different and distinct
under the very aspect of being good. Therefore
the good is no-t somet.J:1.ing common in the way
of one idea. How then are they called good?
They surely do not seem like things equivocal
by chance. Are they then called good because
they are from something one, or because they
are ultimately directed toward something one?
Or are they raJcher good by analogy? -- for
just as sight is good in the body, so is the mind
good in the sou1 4 and similarly another thing in
something else. " '. .

Here we have different things -- honour, prudence, pleasure

which are each being named good, but when we speak of

honour as being good and of prudence and of pleasure as

being good vve certainly do not~ mean exactly the same

thing in each case -- in other Words, the definition of

"good" seems to vary in each context. For example,

although honour and pleasure may both be gooo, the way in

which honour is g'ood is very different from the way in which

pleasure is good. 'Thus Aristotle says "the good is no-t

something common in the vlay of one idea". He thus raises

the possibility that these various things are called good

4Aristotle, The Nicornachean _ Ethics 1.6; 1096 b 23
29, transla-ted by JosephC5i~7ens-TD:-The Doc·trine of Being in
the Aristotelian Metaphysics (2 nd-=--ec1., revised; Toronto:
Pontifical Institute of Medieval StUdies, University of
Toronto Press, 1963), p. 116. Hereafter ci-ted as
'1'he Doctrine of Being. -. Our account of pros hen equivoci ty
and analogy inADstotle has largely been drawn from Chapter
'fhree of this work entitled "'1'11e Aristolelian Equivocals".
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because they have a common origin or because of something

to which they are all in some way or another related (having

a con~on origin would be an instance of this) o~ he asks,

are they good by analogy? In either case, whether they are

called good because there is something to which they are

all related or whether they are called good by analogy, they

are no-t "equi vocals by chance" but rather "equivocals by

design" . We now turn to examine the two main divisions of

non chance equivocity pros hen equivocity and analogy.

There is pros hen equivocity when two or more

different things receive the same name because these various

things are related toone other thing. For example,

"Every-thing healthy is expressed in reference to
health, one thing through preserving health,
another through producing it, ano-ther
through being a sign of health, and another
because receptive of it. And -the medical
by reference to medical science -- for one
thinq is called medical because it
possesses medical science, another through
being naturally adapted to it, and another 5
Jchrough being a function of medical science."

There are two examples here of different things receiving

the same na.me because of Jche reference or rela-tion they

have to one other thing. 'The firs-t example concerns

di fferen-t things called "healthy" -- food is called heal-thy

5Aristot1e, Metaphysics r l003a 34-b5 translated by
Owens in The Doctrine-o-fDeing-; p. 119 ..
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because it preserves health, medicine is called healthy

because it produces health in a sick man, a complexion

is called healthy because it is a sign of health and a

man is called healthy because he possesses health. All

these different things are called healthy because of their

reference to one thing, namely, health. Food is the

preserver of health, medicine t]:1e restorer and producer of

health, a certain kind of complexion the sign of health and

a man is the subject or possessor of health. Thus these

different things called healthy are not just equivocals by

chance -- there is a certain unity among them which justifies

the imposition of a common name and this unity consis,ts in

their common reference to one thing, namely healtb. So too

with the "medical" example. The name Il me dical" is applied

to doctors because they possess medical science, to medicine

and medical ins'truments' insofar as these play a part in the

exercise and application of medical science and to the

doctor's assistants and orderlies insofar as these aid the

physician in the application of his knoWledge and skill.

'l'hus the name "medical" has a differen't m\saning or definition

in each of these cases bu'c ag'ain ,there is a unity because

in each case there is a reference to one principle, namely

the science or art of medicine. "In just the same way Il ,

says Aristotle f fi"".being' is use~d in several senses f bu,t

always wit:h reference to one cen'tral point. II
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"Some things are said -to 'be' because they
are (a) substance; others because they
are (b) modifications of substance;
others because they are (c) a process
towards substance, or (d) destructions
or quali ties or privations of subs-tance,
or (e) productive or generative "of
substance or of terms relating to
substance of (f) negations of some ~f

these terms or of substance itself".

At this point we raise the question whether the term

"equi vocal" (be i-e "equivocal by chance" or "equivocal

by design I') properly applies to things which are different

in nature yet share the same name or whe-ther the term

properly applies ·to the name so shared. In other,words is

it things which are equivocal or the name 'ivhich is equivocal?

It seems clear enough that when }\ristotle talks abou·t the

equi vocals he is talking about things and not abou-t names

although as Ralph McInerny rightlY points out, when anyone

talks about equivocals they are talking about things as they

are known and named by us and not about things as they exist

in !erum na!:ura. apa.rt from -their being known and named by us. 7

This is clear from the very definition given by Aristo·tle of

6Aristo"cle f Hetaphysics r Chapter two, trans lated by
John Warrington in Aristo-tle I s -Metaphysics. (Everyman
edition; London and New York: J. M. Dent and Sons Ltd., and
E. P. Dutton and Co. Inc., 1961), p. 116.

7Ralph I'kInerny, The Logic of Analogy (The 1-1agu8:
Martinus Nijhoff, 1961). -McInerny Insists that the doctrine
of analogy is a logical doctrine concerned with names and
their significa:tion and not f for example, as some have
thought r a me-taphysical doctrine providing explana-tion for
the seemingly irreconcilable unity and diversi ty of all
things consi.dered ill1der -the as::?ec·t of being.
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the equi vocals ("Those -things are called equivocal whose

name alone is cornmon . " ) " Joseph Owens argues that

names and definitions as well as things may be called equivocal

and this ex-tension of the denotation of the term "equivocal ll

is itself an instance of pros hen equivocity. For we name

things as we know them and we know things through concepts

and concepts are expressed precisely in definitions --

therefore names and definitions signify things, that is

they are signs of things which we kno\,y and name, hence we

may call names and definitions equivocal when they signify

things which are equivocal. 8 This is parallel to the

"healthy" example where a complexion is called healthy

because it is a sign of health. So too, names and definitions

are called equivocal ttIhen -they signify things which are

equi vocal. Th us Aristotle wa:r:ns that equi 'loci ty may lie

concealed in a definition.

"Often the equivocal follows along l.mnoticed
also in the defini-tions th8mselves. For this
reason the definitions themselves also
should be eY~mined e.g. if anyone should
describe wh is indicative of health and
whaJc is pl.' c"ti va of health as I wha"t is
related cor nsurably -to healHl ' F tde
must not d(~~.~:;_st but examine what he has
meant by commens urat:e in each case e. g. if

8Owens, The Doc-trine of Being, p. 120.
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in the latter case Ito be of the right
amount to prodnce heal-th I 1 whi Ie in the
former ~o be such as to signify what
kind the disposition is,,,.9

We now turn to the second division of non-chance

equivocity-analogy. As mentioned etymologically the term

llanalogy" means "proportion" or "according to a ratio"

and the technical use of the jterm in philosophy was taken

by Aristotle from its applicat:ion In mathematics. The

mathematical model is just what Aristotle has in mind when

he speaks of analogy as an equality or sirnilarity of

proportions involving at least four terms. (In a

continuous proportion, hovlever, the same -term will occur

twice and there will in fac-t be only three distinct -terms

e.g. a is to b as b is to c.). But he extends the mathematical

sense of analogy to include equality or similarity of ratio

between_ non-quanti tative proportions. For example, he

says as sight is to the eye, so intelligence is to the soul.

His purpose in drawing attention to this is to show that there

can be a wider unity among things than -the unity of genus and

this is illus-trated in the follov1ing passages.

"vve mus-t similarly consider likeness in the
case of things belonging to different
genera. As one thing is to another, so
is a third to some-thing else. For example,
as ~nowledge is to the knowable, so is
sensation to the sensible thinq F and as one
thing is in another, so is a third in something

9Aristotle, Topics, 1.15, I07b 6-12 translated by
Owens in 'I'l?:...~_ Do<?J::.ri!:1~_ of B~inSl' p. 119.
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else. For example, as sight is in the
eye so the mind is in the soul, and as
calm is i~othe sea, so is stillness in
the air. II

IlMoreover some things are one in number,
others in species, others in genera,
othe rs by analogy. One in n umbe rare
those Whose matter is onei one in
species are those of which the
definition is onei one in genus are
those whose location in a category is the
same; and one by analogy are those
that are ~elated as a third thing is to
a fourth. 'I'he latter mentioned types
are always implied in the preceding ones.
For example, Whatever things are one in
nUInber are also one in species while
things that are one in species are not
all one n un-J)er; but wb.ai:ever thing-s
are one in species are all one in genus,
while all things that are one in genus
are not one in species, but by
analogYi while all things that are o~e

by analogy arerot all one in genus. II-.L

While it should novv b(3 clear what Aristotle

means when he says that analogy consists in four terms

having an equality or similarity of relations between

each pair, it may not be quite clear as to just how ·this is a type of

lOAristotle, 'I'opics, 1.17, lOBa 7-12 translated
by Owens in 'I'he Doctr~of Bei~~, p. 124.

llAristotle, Metaphysics ~ 6. 1016 b31-1017 a3
translated by Ovvens in 'I'h~ Doctrin~ of Beingf p. 124.
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equi voci ty, which we remember demands that di fferent things

recei ve the. same name, the defintion as deno·ted by the name

being in each case different. Indeed Aristotle himself

gives an example of analogy in the context of biology where

he says that we cannot find a single identical name to givetq

a squid's pounce, a fish's spine and an animal's bone

although as he points out, there is a definite proportional

similarity between these three. 12 However, we could presL~ably

give these three different things a con~on name in virtue

of this similarity between them just as we could use one

name "tranquility" to denote both the calm that is in the

sea and the stillness in the air. The calrn:in the sea and

the stillness in the air are two different things yet there

is an evident proportional likeness between them in virtue

of which th'e name "tranquili-ty" is properly applied to

booth of them although it means ::::omething different in each

case. Ive can take this then as a fairly clear example of

non--chance equivocation, which it may be noted, is readily

distinguishable from pros hen equivocity. Pros hen equivocals

receive the same name because they are related in different

ways -to one thing F but analogica1s recei ve the same name

12Aristo-t1e, Topics 2.16. 98a ff. The proportional
simi lari ty is one of func--rron; as the squid's pounce is -to
the squid so is the fishrs spine to the fish and the
animalfs bone to the animal.



is to the air.
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because of a proportional likeness between them e.g. the

calm in the sea is to the sea as the stillness of the air

In pros hen equivocity there is a relational

on two-term structure e.g. food is called healthy because it

preserves healt:h and therefore stands in a certain relation

to health, medicine is called healthy because it restores

health and thus it too is related to health, although in a

differen·t fashion from food, and so too with the complexion

which is the sign of heal-th and the bodilY organism which

is in the possession of health. All of these things are

called healthy because they are related in some specific way

to the one
1":\

thing, namely, health. - In analogy, on the

other hand, there is a four-term structure with an equality

of ratio betvleen -the two pairs of terms and a mathema-tical

example such as two is to four as six is to twelve, although

misleading if taken literallY, at least clearly conveys the

form of analogy which Aristotle has in mind. 14

As we shall see the A.risto-telian pros hen_ equi voci ty

reappears in Cajetan1s The Analog~ of Names as the "analogy

13Note that if we call both cabbage and cheese healthy
because they are a cause of health in him who eats them the
name "healthy" is not being used equivocally here because
the same relation to health is signified in both cases.

14TJ l' J" d' b ' r-_1.e mat_lematlcal examp _e 1S m1slGa .lng ecause II

we call two a "half ll on account of its relation to four, and
if we call six a "half" on accoun-t of its relation -to twelve~

then the name "half ll as appli("';d -to two and six means exac-tly
the same thing in booth cases (or the defini"cion corresponding
to the name is "I::.]:1e same in booth cases), hence there is no
equi voci ty and no analogy. ProportionaliJcy in i-ts phi losophical
use demands a sirrdlarity rather than a strict identity of ratio
between tll.e -two pairs of -terms, dnd rn;::>,therna-tical -;Jropo"l:""i.:ionaIi ties
do not fulfill this condition. . ..
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of attri.bution" and the Arist:ot.elian four-term analog-y

reappears as the "analogy of proporJcionality" but before

examining Cajetan's' treatment of analogy we shall briefly

indicate hO·'!'l St. Thomas Aquinas deals with the subject,

for i-t is the thought of Aquinas which Cajetan claims to

be in-terpre-ting and systematizing in 'l'he Analog-y of Names.

St. Thomas Aquinas, ProP?:ction and Proportionality

Although .Aquinas deals with analogy in a considerable

number of texts (a very useful collection of which is to be

found in St. Thomas Aquinas on A.nalogy by GeorgeP. Klubertanz) l

he wrote no formal treatise on analogy nor did he ever devote

a Question or Article to the subject in either of his laTge

Summae or, for -that matter I in any other work. He seems to

have taken it for granted tha·t his readers were already

familiar with the essential notion of analogy and when he

does discuss the matter at any length, it is always within

the context of some particular problem which he is ·trying to

solve. Indeed, more often than not, the problem is how we

can talk meaningfully about a transcendent God wi-thout fall

ing in-to either of the two ext_remes men-tioned above --

uni voci ty which entails anthropomorphism and equivoci-ty, which

entails agnost.icism. The upsho-t of this is that. it is

extremely difficult to extract from the writings of Aquinas

a consistent and clear-cut doctrine of analogy, for in one

context he seems to say one thing and in another context

some-thing qui-te di fferen-t, and although one may sympathize
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wi th Whitehead I s dictum thai.: a .contradfctiori· is not a

failure but rather an opportunity, such a situation does

not make things easy for the interpreter. It may be, of

course, that Aquinas never systematically developed for

himself a defini ti ve doc·trine of analogy and that therefore

we ought not to search in his writings for what is no~ to

be found there in the first place. Hos·t of his interpreters

nevertheless seem"'to assume the contrary a.nd although it will

be impossible for us to give all of these a fair hearing we

shall have to give some of them serious considera-tion laJeer

on. In the meantime let us note that it does seem to be

the case that there is a very definite shift of emphasis

where analogy is concerned, betvleen the earlier and the

la-ter works of Aquinas and this will be pointed out as we

go along. In this present chapter, we shall examine t'iilO

texts \qhich at least shed some 1ighJe on the development of

the doctrine since the time of Aris-tot1e. Our first text is

from the De Veri tate f a work vIri tten by Aquinas between

1256 and 12 .md in this passaSTe he discusses how we

predicate "h llow1edge" of God. In other words, what do we

mean when. we say -tha-t God has knowledge? He dismisses the

Viei!V' that ,·le mean exactly the same thing as when we say

tha-t Socrates has knowledge. For in this case "knowledge"

would be predicated uni vocally of God and Socrates and -this

cOmIni ts US -to an-thropomorphism. He then dismisses the view

that. "knowledg-e" is predica-ted of God purely equi vocally for
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then "kno',-vledge Ii would be predicated of God without any real

meaning -- if 900.' s knoi\11edge is: not somehow or in some

respect like Socrates' knowledge how can we meaningfully say

that God has knowledge at all~? '{.lYe do have a certain under-

standing of what knowledge is in Socrates, that is, we do

have a certain understanding of what human knowledge consists

in, and if Gad's' knowledge is to'tally different from and un-

related to, human knoi'vledge, in what sense is it meaningful

to assert that God has knowledge? This is the problem,

and having drawn attention to the impossibi Ii ty of ff.inding

a solution In terms either of univocity or pure equivocity

Aquinas turns to analogy.

"Consequently it must be said that knO'itlledge
is predicated neither entirely univocally
nor yet purely equivocally of God I s knowledge
and ours. Instead, it is predicated
analogously, or in other words according to
a proportion. NoW an agreement according to
porportion can be of two kinds. According
to this, two kinds of community can be noted
in analogy. There is a certain agreement
between things having a proportion to each other
because they have a determinate distance
be-tween then or some other relation -to each
other as two is related to one because it is iJcs
double. Sometines an agreement is also noted
betih7een two -things between ivhich there is no
proportion but rather a likeness of -two
proportions to each other, as six with four
because six is two times three, just as
four is t\:vo times titlO. rrhe first kind of
agreement is one of proportion; the second
of proportionality.

According to the first type of agreement we
find something predicated analogously of
two thinas of which one has ~ relation to
the othe~, as being is predicated of substance
and accident from ~he relationship which
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substance and accident: haver or as healthy
is predicated of urine and animal because
ULine has some simi lari ty to the health
of an animal. Sometimes, however a thing
is predicated analogously because of the
second type of agreement, as sight is
predicated of corporeal vision and of
the intellect because understanding is
in the mind as sigh·t. is in the eye.

Because in those terms predicated accord
ing to the first kind of analogy there
must be some determinate relation between
the things ·to "V.Jhich something is common
by analogy, nothing can be predicated
analogously of .GOG and crea·ture according
to this type of analogy; for no
creature has such a relation to God by
which the divine perfection could be
determined. But in the second kind of
analogy, no determinate relation is noted
beJcween the things to which some·thing
is common by analogy i so according ·to this
kind, nothing prevents us from predicating 15
some name analogously of God and creature."

We are ·told here that When a name or term is

predicated analogously, it is predicated according to a

proportion and according to Aquinas, agreement according

to proportion can be of two kinds -- two things can be

proportioned or related directly to each othe~ (as two is

related to one because it is its double) or -there can be

a likeness or similarity of tvlO proportions (as six agrees

with four because six is two times three just as four is two

times two)" In the case of the two·-term proportion a name

15" c ' 7\' • Jut. Tnomas rlqUJ.nas, De Verltace, q. 2, a. 11
transla·ted by 1<1 ubertanz in S·t-.-1'homa:s""-Aquinas on Analogy.
(Chicago~ Loyola UniversityPress, J..Sf60) p. 89-90.
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is predica'ted analogously when one of the things so named is

related or proportioned to the other, as when we predicate

"being" of subs,tance and accident because of the

relation between them (an accident is a modification of

subs,tance and can only be said to have being because of this)

or when we -predicate "healthy" bf rrine and animal because

urine can signify or be a sign of, the health which is in

the animal. In both these cases there is a determinate

relation or.porportion between the things which share the

corunon name, that is, between substance and accident in the

one case, and between the animal and its urine in the other.

It is precisely because there is this determinate relation

between the two things which receive ,the common name that

Aquinas re j ects predi cation based on a two-·term proportion,

as being adequate to explain the analogous predication of

thE.' ',me name of both God. and creatures, for the simple

reason that between God and creature there can be no

such determinate relation. Betvieen the infinite (God) and

the finite (creatures) there is no determinate relation or

proportion, therefore there cannot be any predication

based on such a two-term rela·tion or proportion. However,

there may be an agreement bet'iveen two very di fferent things

in virtue of which both can share the same name wi thou,t

there being a proportion or determinate relation between

them, but rather, to use l\quinas I words, "a likeness of

t.wo proportions to each other lll
r anc3. such is the case when
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"sight" is predicated of corporeal vision and the intellect

because understanding is in the mind as sig-ht is in the

eye. Here we have the four-term proport.ionality struc·ture,

\vhich alone was designated H analogy" by Aristotle, and it is

only in this way that names may be predica-ted meaningfully

of 900. and creatures -- at least this is what Aquinas says

in this text.
16

In any case the point being made is that when

we predicate "knowledge" of God, we do So on the basis of a

proportionality. Just as we can predicate "sight" of

corporeal vision and of intellectual understanding because

in the one ins-tanee things are made presen-t to US through

the eyes and in the other instance things are made intelligible

to US through the mind, so we may predica-te "knowledge" of

God and creatures, for just as things are present. to us

in a way proper to our psycho-physical nature, so too,

16 Even in the De Veri1l:ate itself Aquinas shows some
inconsistency or perhaps it might be be>ct.er to say that he
is willing to consider more than one possibility in this
matter, e.g .. in g. 23, a. 7, ad 9, he says "In the sense in
which the -term proportion is transferred to signify any
relationship of one thing to another. ., nothing
prevents US from saying that there is a proportion of man
to God, since man stands in some relation to God, as that
he is made by God and is subject to him.

Or the answer could be gi ven t:ha·t, aI-though there cannot
be a proportion strictly so called of the finite to the
infinite, yet there can be a proportionality which is the
likeness of -two proportions". 'rranslated by IGubertanz,
Ibi d., p. 32.
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things are present to God in a manner proper to his divine

nature, and \Ve may meaningfully call both of these "kno~71edge"

0.1 though we certainly do not mean exac·tly the same thing

when we talk of human knowledge and divine knowledge.

In this text, then, a distinc·tion is drawn between two

di fferenJc foundations for analogical predica-tion. Firstly,

different things may receive the same name because of their

relation or proportion to some one thing. Secondly, proportional

similarity may provide the basis for the predication of the

cornmon name. This division seems to parallel exactly

Aristotle's division between pros hen equivocity and analogy.

Aquinas, hoy/ever f goes on to disting·uish between two kinds of

analogy of proportion, between analogy which is based on a

"many to one" type of relation and analogy vvhich is based on

a "one to another" type of relation". We can use the "healthy"

and "being" examples to illustra-te this distinction. When

"healthy" is predicated of animal and also of urine when the

quality of the urine assures us of the health of the animal,

and when "beinq" is predicated of s ubs-tance and also of quantity

because quanti-ty is a modification or property of substance f

here we have analogy based on -the "one to another" type of

relation. On tlle other ha.nd, when "healthy" is predicated

of urine and food and medicine because of the different

£elations or proportions which these have to the health of the

animal, and when "being" is predicated of quality and quantity

because of the different relations or proportions these have
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to substance, in this case we have analogy based on the

"many to one" kind of relation. (The locution Iltwo to a

third ll is sometimes used by Aquinas instead of Il many to

one" when he is considering only two things or classes of

things which receive a common name because of their relation

to some third thing, as, for example, when he asks whether

God and creatures receive a co~~on name because of their

relation or re ference to some third thing. ) 17

We find the distinction we have just been _discussing

made by Aquinas in the following -tex-t taken from the Firs-t

Part of -the Summa Theologiae, a work wri-tten between 1266

and 1268 and thus a later work then the De Veritate. In this

text no mention is made of proportionality as a distinct

kind of analogy, nor is proportionality employed to explain

hoW terms predicated of God are analogous. Indeed, this

passage seems to indicate at least a shift of emphasis in

Aquinas' treatment of analogy.

17 . f f --. . IJ 1 d 'In pOJ.nt 0 - -act Aqulnas WJ. . a ways eny tnat any
name can be predicated analogously of God and creatures because
of their relation to some third thing. What he wan-ts to avoid
is any suggestion that the likeness between God and creature
can be ex~iained in terms of the participation of both in a
Platonic Form. He argues -thai: there is nothing that can in
any way be prior to God, in which booth God and creatures
could participate. Hence, where names common to God and
creature are concerned, we cannot have an ana~ogy based on
the "two to a "chird" or B many to one" kind of relation.
When Aquinas does talk about analogy of proportion in this
context he is always careful -1:0 point out that i-t can only
be an analogy based on the "one to another" kind of relation.



"Yet al thoug-h we never use words in exactly
the same sense of creatures and God we are
not merely equivocating- when we use the same
word, as some have said, for if this were
so we could never argue from statemen-ts
about crea-tures to s-tatements about God -- any
such argument would be invalidated by the
Fallacy of Equivocation. That this does not
happen we know not merely from the teachings
of the philosophers Who prove many things about
God, but also from the teaching of St. Paul,
·for he says, 'The invisible things of God are
made known from those things that are visible:

We must say -therefore that words are used
of God and creatures in an analog-ical
waY7 that is in accordance with a certain
order between them. We can distingish two
kinds of analog-ical or 'proportional'
uses of languag-e. Firstly there is the
case of one word being- used of two
thing"s because each of them has some order
or relation to a third thing. Thus we
use the word 'healthy' of both a diet
and a complexion because each of them has some
relation to healdl in a man, "the former
as a causer the latter as a symptom
of it. Secondly, there is the case of the
same i.Jord used of two -things because of
some relation tha-t one has to the other --
as 'healthy' is used of diet and the man
because the diet is the cause of the health
in the man.

In this way some 'i'lords are used neither
univocally nor purely equivocally of God
and creatures, but analoqicallYr for we
cannot speak of God at all except in the
lang-uag-e we use of creatures and so
wha-tever is said bot_h of God and creatures
is said in virtue of the order that
creatures have to God is to their source and
cause in which all the perfections of things
pre-exist transcendentally.

This way of using words ties somewhere
between pure equivocation and simple
univocity, for the word is neither used
in the same sense, as with univocal
usage, nor in totally different senses, as
wi t11 equivocation. The several senses

23
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of a word used analogically signify different
relations to some one thing, as 'health l

in a complexion means a symptom of heal-th
in a man, andl~n a diet means a cause of
that health. II

We shall have reason to refer again to this

discussion in the Su:mma Theologiae but now we turn to

Cajetan's treatment of analogy in 'Ihe Analogy of Names, a

short but very influential treatise wri-t-ten in the year 1498.

Caje-tan, At-tribu-tion and Proportionality

Cajetan tells as he Was moti va-ted to write The Analogy

of Names "both by the obscurity of -the subjec-t itself and by the

deplorable scarcity of profound studies in our age." He says

that lIin this work the word analogy means proportion or propor-tionali ty

as 'I/1e have learned fron'. the Greeks" and 'all analogous .terms can

be reduced to three modes of analogy: analogy of inequality,

analogy of attribution, analogy of proportionalityll. Only the

last mode is -truly an.alogy -- "the first one is en-tirely foreign

t 1 " 19o ana ogy . We shall not examine the firsJc mode of analogy,

the analogy of inequality -- v.rhich is some-times called the

analogy of genus. Suffice it to say that it is rejected by Cajetan

because it resembles a type of univocity far more than a

18S-t . Thomas Aquinas, Summa 'I'heologiae, la, q. 13, a. 5
translated by Herber-t McCabe O. P-:-I"n the new La-tin-English Edition
of the Summa rrhe010giae (Black friars in conj unc-tion~witIl. J:.1cGravl
Hill, New Yor~ ancf Eyre and Spot-tiswode, London: 1964), p. 65-67.

19 .
Ca]etan, The Analogy~ of ~~ees, Chapter one, paragraphs

one to thn3e r p. 9-'lf~
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In the second chapter of his treatise,

he discusses analogy of attribution and we shall have no

difficulty in recognizing what is going on here.

"Those things are analog'ous by attribution
which have a common name and the notion
signified by this name is the same with
respect to the term but different as
regards the relationship to this term.
For example, the name healthy I is common
to medicine, unne and animal, but the no·tion
of all differs insofar as healthy expresses different
relationships to one term, namely, health.
For if anyone describes what an animal is in-

_sofar as it is healthy, he will say that it
is the subject of health, and that urine
insofar as it is healthy is a sign of health,
whereas medicine insofar as it is healthy
will be mentioned as the cause of health.
In this example it is perfec-tly clear that
the notion of health is not entirely the
same nor entirely different, but to a
certain extent the same and to a certain
exJcent different. For there is a diversi-ty
of relationships but the term of t~rse

relaJcionsips is one and the same."

Here is the pros he~ equivocity of Aristotle and

the analogy of proportion already seen in the De Veritate

and Summa Theologiae of Aquinas. However, Cajetan deals

much more systematically with this kind of analogy than

do -the others r and he proceeds to lay down four conditions

20 For an interesting defence of analogy of inequality
as a genuine analogy see Arman-d Maurer's article "St. Thomas
and the Analogy of Genus" I' The Ne~ ScholasJcicism r XXIX
(April, 1955), p. 127--144.

21 '1'he Analogy of Names r Chap-ter two, paragraph eight
p. 15.
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which are necessarily attached to analogy of attribution.

Th_e first condi-tion is tha-t "'This analogy is according to

Gxtrins~_denomination only, so tha-t only the primary

analogate realizes the perfection formally, whereas the

others have i-t only by extrinsic denomination. ,,22 By this

Caje-tan appears to mean that only one of the analogates

has or possesses the property (or "perfection" as he calls

i-t) formally i. e. possesses the property as a form_ inherent

in it. The other analo~fates receive -the name not because

the property signified by it is possessed formally by them

but because they are related in some way to the analogate to

which the property is intrinsic -- hence, these analogates

are said to be denominated extrinsically, that is, they

are so named not because the property signified by the

name is intrinsic to them but because they are related

to tha-t to which the property is intrinsic. This also

explains why -this kind of analogy is called "arialogy of

attribution" -- the property signi fied by the name, since it

is only possessed formally by one analogate (vlhicl1 for that

reason is desig-nated the primary analogate), is "a-ttributed"

to -the other analogates (the secondary analoga-tes). The

I1healthy Ii example very clearly exempli fies this first

condition as it is set out by Cajetan -- the animal which

is the subject of health is -the prime analogate for it

22 Ibi~. r Chapter -t'i,yo r paragraph ten r p. 16.
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alone possesses the property signified by the name, namely

health. Medicine and urire are the secondary analogates --

they do not possess heal"th bui: are only called "healthy"

because of their relation to the health which is in the

animal. However, when Cajetan gives the example of "being"

predicated of substance and. accident, as an example of

analogy of attribution the applicability of the first

condition is less readil~vident and Cajetan, realizing

this, proceeds to qualify the first condition.

defer discussion of this until the next chapter.

But we shall

The second condition of analogy of a"ttribu"tion

which we are told directly follows from the first -- is

that "the one "thing which is the term of the diverse

rela·tionships in analogous names of this type is on~ not

b . "!?~merely in concept ut numen.cally'·- - and to demonstrate the

point the "healthy" example is once again enlployed "health

is not multiplied numerically 1n animal,. urine and diet,

since there is not one health in urine, another in animal

and a thiJ.:-d in diet Ii. This ill1.1strates how a name which is

analogous by attribution differs from a name which is

uni vocal -- for example r a man, a hare and an ox are all

correctly named "a.nimal" and they are so named in virtue of

2 3 Ib l'd., Cl ttl +- 1 ] 8lap -er \-JO r paragrap..l. _\~7e ve I' p. . .
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One could

say thai.: this animal nature is II multiplied" in -them --

in contrast to the property signified by a name analogous by

attribution which is possessed only by the primary analogate.

The third condition of analogy of attribution is tha-t

"the primary analoga-te is pu-t into the -defini"tion· of the

24
others with respect to the analogous name" and this third

condition f ,0ViS from the second. For example, when medicine

or urireis called healthy, the meaning (or definition) of

"healthy" as it is predica-ted of these must include a re ference

to the health of the animal for it is only in reference to

the health of the animal, that these things are called

healthy in the first place.

The fourth condiocion, accordinq to Cajetan, follows

from the third: 110. name "itlhich. is analogous in -this manner

does not have one de fini te meaning corru:non to all its parocial.

modes, i. e. to all its analogates~'25 For example , "healthy"

predicated of animal means "possessing health ll ; predicated

of urine, "signifying healt:h" etc. And so he says, there

2 4'Ibid., Chapter two, paragraph fourteen, p. 19.
Cf. Aquinas in -the De VeriOcate p. 2., art. 11, ad 6, where
he is discussing analogy of proportion l1e says, "one analogate
must be found in the defini-tion of the o-ther r as substance
is found in the definition of accident, or else some common
note must be put in the definition of both, inasmuch as both
are denominated by their relationship to that one thing~ as
substance is found in the defini-tions of both quan-ti-ty and
qualityll. Translat_ed by Klubertanz, op. ci-t., p. 33.

25 I bicL, Chap-ter -two, paragraph fifteen, p. 20.



are th~ee elements in this kind of analogy:

the term and the relationship to this term.

29

"the name,

The analogous

name signifies the term distinctly, e.g. healthy distinctly

signifies health. The diverse relationships, however, are

implied in Such an indeterminate and confused way that the

primary relationship is signified distinctly or about

distinctlY, but the others in a confused manner and by way

. h' ·L· h' II 26of reductlon to t e prlmary re.atlons lp . The primary

relationship signified distinctlY (or almost so) by "healthy"

would of course be "possession of health" the o·ther

relationships being sign of health, cause of health etc.

Having set out these four conditions of analogy

of attribution, Cajetan's next step is to indicate that

"this analogy is divided by St" Thomas into analogy of

'two to a third' f such as of uril~ and medicine to a healthy

animal, and analogy of lone to another'r such as of urine

. . h 1 1 '-L" 27or med.J.Clne to a ea·t:lY anJ_ma. . This division we have

already seen in our account of analogy of proportion" In

one case, two things are considered analogous because of the

26 b'd
.!:-~. r

27 rJ . d_2:!::...-" ,

Chapter two, paragraph fifteen, p. 20 .

Chap·ter two r paragraph seventeen r p" 21"



relation between them. In the other case, two things
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are considered analogous because of the relation they have

to some third thing.

Cajetan concludes his account of analogy of attribution

wi th the assertion that terns analogous in this way should

be called equivocal -- c;qui "irocal by design -- ratlle"r -than

analogous. He ci -tes the-Nicomache-an- Ethics where it is.-- ----

asked concerning "the good" whether "goods are one by being

derived from one good, or by all contributing to one good or

are t:hey rather one by analogy?'" In other words, he appeals

to Aristotelian usage, where the type of situation we find

in analogy of a-ttribu-tion is described as pros hen equivoci ty ,

and the term "analogy" is reserved for the four-term

proportionality' structure. This brings us to Cajetan's

analogy of proportionality which is the final member of

his three-fold division.

"Passing over from what is incorrectly called
analogous to analogy in the pr.o:per s.ense
we say that those things are-cailed analogous by
proportionality which have a con®on name, and the
no-tion expressed by the name is proportionally
the same. Or to say t.he same in a different
way, those things are called analogous
by proportionali-ty which have a common
name, and the notion expressed by this name
is similar according to a proportion. For
instance, to see by corporeal vision and by
intellectual vision are indicated by the
common term Ito see', because just as to
.understanl~ presents some-thing -to the mind,
so -to see pres~13ts something to the
animated body. II

2.81, . d
Dl . f

p. 24-25. --
Chapter three, paragraph twenty-three,
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Again we are familiar with the structure of this

kind of analogy from our brief treatment of Aristotle

and Aquinas and there is little need to elaborate much

further. However Cajetan does draw an interesting distinction

between two kinds of proportionality -- between proper

proportionali ty and metaphor (or improper proportionality). 29

To illustrate what he means by a metaphorical analogy he uses

the example of "smiling", predicated of a blooming meadow or

good fortune, and points ou·t that neither a meadow nor

fortune can really smile but can only be'said to do so by

a figure of speech. Nonetheless there is a genuine

29 F h . fl' ~. . . . .or t. e founda·tlon 0: ·t 1lS QJ_stlnctlon In AqUlnas (,
see the De Verit.a·te q. 2, a. 11;" (Analogy of proportionality)
occurs intwo ways. Sometimes' th,e name implies in its
primary meaning something in which no agreement can be
found between God. and creature, not even in the aforesaid
manner (i.e. as sight with respect to eye and intellect).
This happens in all names which are syrnbolically predica·ted
of. God,; e. q. when he is called a Lion, the Sun ,: or other
names of this sort, for the definition of these names
implies ma·tter, vlhich cannot be attributed to God.. At
other i:imes f however, a name predicated of God and crea·ture
does not imply in its primary meaning anything in which the
aforesaid mode of agreement cannot be found. This is the
case with all things whose definition does not include
any defect and which do not depend on matter for their Ito
be'; e.g. being, good and such like things." Translated
in The Analogy of Names, p. 25-26. footnote nuwJer eight.
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proportional likeness in me·taphorical analogy and both

Aquinas and Cajetan draw attention to the way it is

employed in the Scriptures and religious languag'e generally.

For example when it is said that Christ is a lion the

name "lion" is predicated of him not because he actually

possesses the specific animal nature of the lion, but

because he has proporties similar to those manifested by the

lion e.g. great courage and fearlessness in dealing with

his enemies r strength, the quality of arousing fear,

awe, respecJc etc. or he could be said to be noblest of

men as the lion is the noblest of ·the animals. However,

the thing to which a name is applied metaphorically does

not possess the property signified by the metaphorical

name and in this respect metaphorical analogy is very

similar to analogy of attribution.

Turning to analogy of proper proportionality on

the other hand, we see that what is signified by the

analogous name is in"trinsj_c to both analogates, hence

the nan~ is used in its proper sense of both of them. "For

instance 11, says Caje·tan, I! I principle I can be predica·ted of

the heart with respect to an animal and of a foundation with

30
respec·t to a house. " Both ·the heart and the foundation

of the house a.re properly termed llprinciple" although

"principle" has a somewhat differenJc meaning in each case.

30'Ibid., Cha.p·t.er ·three r para.graph t:wenty-six.
Cf. Aristotle, Me!-aphysics /:;" 10130. 4-8.
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Nevertheless there is a proportional uni-ty which can be

expressed thus -- as the heart is to the animal, so the

foundation is to the house -- in virtue of which both heart

and foundation are intrinsically denomina-ted a "principle".

Cajetan rounds off his chapter on analogy of

proportionality by asserting that analogy of proper

proportionality excels above all the other kinds of analogy

he has deal-t with both "by dignity and name." For this

type of analogy alone "arises from the genus of inherent

formal causali t'}r fOJ~ it predicates perfec!ions Jch~l;: are

inherent in each analogate whereas' t.he ~-the~ analogy

(attribution) arises from extrinsic denomiha-tion". 31 Of

course this "superiori-ty" of propor-tionali ty over at-tribution

would be undermined if it could be shown that there is an

intrinsic as well as an extrinsic analogy of attribution.

We Shall take up this question in Jche next chapter. Analogy

of proper proportionality also excels above th~ other kinds

of analogy -- "by name", "because only terms w}l.ich are analogous

by this type of analogy are called analogous by the Greeks,

from whom vle have borrowed the term."

p. 27.

31, lb' ~
~., Chapter three, paragraph twenty three,
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Attention should be drawn to the fact that Cajei:an

bases his three-fold division of analogy on a text from the

first book of the Co~nentar~ on the Sentences, one of the

earliest works of Aquinas, written between 1254 and 1256.

In this text Aquinas says that IIthere are three ""7ays in

which something might be said by analogy. In the first place,

according to intention only and not according to being.

This happens when one intention refers to several things

according to priority and posteriority, but has being

in one only. ,,32

illustration. As

The familiar "heal thy" example is given in

we have seen/ the property signified

by the name "healthy II (or its lIintention") is possessed

by (i.e. has being in) the animal alone. Thus the

primary meaning of the term "h8a 1thy" is "possessing healt.h H -.-

the other related meanings "sign of heal-th" / "cause of healh"

are prosterior or secondary mea.nings of the term "healthy"

in that such things as medicine and urine are only called

"healthy" because of -their rela-tion to the health of the

animal. It In -the second place (something may be s aid by

analogy) according to being and not according to intention.

This happens when several are considered equal in the

intention of some-thing they have in .ormnon, but ·this common

element does not have a being of the same kind in all. II

32'Ct 'I'h . A. .~) -. l omar:. - qUJ.nas,
I, d. 19 / q. 5, a 2 r ad 1.

The Commentary on the Sen-tences I"
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This corresponds to Cajetan's analogy of inequality and

refers to unequal participation by different things in the

same generic notion. "In the 1:hird place (something may

be said by analogy) according to being and according to

inten-tion. This happens when a thing is considered neither

equal in intention nor equal in being. For example,

being is predicated of substance and accidents in this way.

In such cases, the common na-ture must exist in

each of th.ose things of vlhich. it is predicated, but its

existence di ffers according to a higher or lesser degree

of perfection. In this manner I say that truth, goodness

and all oth.er similar terms are predicated of God and

creaJcures by analogy ". This corresponds to the analogy of

proper proportionality where the property signified by the

analogous name is possessed by both analogates and yet

exists in both of them in a different way ~ence, diversity

in being). Furthermore what is signified by the analogous

name differs as 1:he name is applied to different analoga-tes

~ence, diversity is intention) yet there is a similarity

of proportions which is the source of likeness amid

difference·~ And Caje.tan, follovling Aquinas I suggestion

here, says that it is thfu kind of analogy which is of great

irnportance in metaphysics and hence in_ the predication of

names of both God and creatures.
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Conclusion

We have attempted in the first chapter to explain

the origin and na.ture of -two kinds of analogy -- the analogy

of attributien and the analogy of proportionality. Although

the term ~nalogy of attribution"is not used by either

Aristotle or Aquinas, this kind of analogy clearly has its

origin in the pros hen equivocity of Aristotle and the

analogy of proportion of Aquina$r,
..v,...

Analogy of attribution,

whether of the "one to another" type or of -the "many to one"

type is to be sharply distinguished from the analogy of

proportionality which involves two pairs of terms and a

similari ty of ratio be"tween them, Analogy of attribution

demands that among the analogates, one must be the primary

analogate and the others secondary analogates, which onl~

receive Jche analogous name because of -their various relations

to the primary analogate" which alone possesses the property

or perfection signified by the analogous name and therefore

alone is intrinsically denominated. In analogy of proper

proportionality on the other hand, both analogates are

intrinscially denominated -- both possess the property or

perfection signified by the analogous name, and yet the

property or perfe-ction so signified differs in such a. way

that it is only by virtue of the similarity of proportions

that the name is not purely equivocal.

Our next step will be to examine a little more

critically Cajeta~'s treatment of attribution and to question

whe"ther his statement of at:tribu·tion really corresponds to

the analogy of proportion to be found in Aquinas.



CHAPTER TvJO

The Two-Fold Division in Question

Extrinsic and Intrinsic Attribution

Cajetan rejects attribution in favour of proper

proportionality becaus9 he believes that the latter is a

"truer" kind of analogy and in it alone is the perfection

signi fied by the analogous narne intrinsic to both

analogates. He finds support for this contention in his

interpretation of the Commen-tary on the Sentences 1. d. 19,

q. 5, a. 2. ad I and in the De Veritate q. 2, a. 11 text.

However Vle have alreadY no-tec3. that Aquinas I doct:rine of

a.nalogy appears to undergo some modification in his

la-ter \\Torks _._. particularly -the Stunma Theologiae:.. and the

Summa Contra Gentiles, where in the important discussions

on analogy and the predication of names of God r no mention

is made of proportionality. Indeed, one would get the

impression frcr~hese works tha-t analogy is to be identified

with ana.logy of proportion and no further classification is

necessary except that analogical predication may be based

on the "ma.ny to one" -type of relation or on -the "one ·to

another" type. Nonetheless r unti 1 fairly recen.tly, Cajetan IS
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classification of analogy and his interpretation of Aquinas

has been accepted by the majority of philosophers in the

Scholastic tradition, and although nowadays it is under attack

from several quarters, it is still defended with spirit

by Cajetan's followers. l

We commence this present chapter by examining a

difficulty to be found in Cajetan's treatment of the

first condition attaching to the analogy of attribution

namely the conch tion that only "the primary analogate

possess formally the property signified by the analogous

name. This condition is impor"tant not only in th.at it sharply

differentiates analogy of attribution from analogy of proper

proportionality, bu:t also because .if analogy of attribution

is purely extrinsic r then it cannot provide US with an

adequate interpretation of the meaning of names predicated

of God.. That is, it will be of very limited value when we

are seeking to explicate the meaning of religious language.

For if, for example, we say by analogy of at"tribution "that

God is good, \Iv-hat we mean in fact is somet.hing like 'God is

the cause of good things ". But presurnably God's being the

cause of good things is logically compatible with his being

IFrancis Suarez an.d Sylvester of Ferrara ;"vere two
early critics of Cajetan. Among more recent critics we can
number Hampus Lyttkens., George P .. Klubert:anz r Battista
Mondin and RalphJYIclnerny, alt:ll.ough it should be remarked
that none of these critics, Who are all in the Scholastic
tradi"tion, take the same stand on the question of analogy.
Persistent defenders of the Cajetanian interpretation
include Gerald B. Phelan and J·ames F ..Anderson.
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wicked or evil in himself; although" of course, if by analogy

of attribu"tion v1e say "God is l2Vil'l, all that we can mean is

that God is related to evil things as their cause. In

short, names analogous by analogy of attribtion tell US

nothing about the nature or intrinsic properties of the

secondary analogates, except that they are in some way

related to the primary analogate and since God is known and

named not directly bu"t only froI'1 -the things he has ere a-ted

which are directly knO\'ln and named by us, names said of

him in this way tell US nothing about his nature or

intrinsic properties other than that he is the cause of

creatures and their properties. Granted, then, that names

said of God by analogy of attribtuion, as se-t out by

Cajetan, tell US practically nothing about God, analogy of

proper proportionality v10uld seem to be -the only alternative

left to us in our attempt "to explain how we can rneaningfully

talk about God,. Yet, as we have remarked, this is not the

impression tha"t Aquinas gives US in his trea-tll1ent of this

problem in his more nature works.

up again later.

Caje-tan's first condition, it will be remembered,

is that "'1'his analogy (attribution) is according to

extrinsic denomination only, so that the prime analogate

realizes the perfection forma,11y, 'V1hereas the others have it

only by extrinsic denomination", As we pointed out, the

"healthy" example is a clear-cu"t illus"tra"tion of this

condition, for only the animal (the prime analogate) possesses
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formally the property signified by the analogous name. But

Cajetan goes on to say that both substance and accident

2are called "being" in this way, as the "essential good"

(Sod) and all others goods are called "good H. In both

these examples, however, the property signified by the

analogous name -- "being" in the one instance, Il goodness"

in the other -- is intrinsic to both primary and secondary

analogates. How then are we to reconcile this with the

clailn that "only the primary analogate realizes the perfect-

ion formally"? Cajetan recognizes the difficulty and

hastens to qualify his statement of the first condition by

asserting that "it should no-t be unders-tood as if every

name vlhich is analogous by analogy of attribution is common

to theanalogates in such a way that it pertains only to

2we sa'i" ·this example of "being" predicated of
substance and acciden-t when dealing wi t.h Aristotle! s pros
hen equivocity and Aquinas' analogy of proportion in the-
De Veritate q. 2, a 11 text. The same example is also used
to illustrate the analogy "according· to intention and
according to being" mentioned in the Commen-taryon the Sentences
I, d. 19; q. 5, a. 2, ad I, which Cajetan identiTlesas
analogy of proper proportionality. It may seem somewhat
unsa-tisfactory t.o use the same example Jco illustrate two
different kinds of analogy, but, in this case r we might
question Cajetan's accuracy in identifying analogy of
proportionali ty with analogy II according to in-ten-tion and
according to being II or we might pre~f\:~X"sto argue that the
same ontoloaical situation can be the basis for different
types of analogical predication.
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the primary analogate formally and to the others by extrinsic

denomination, as happens to be with 'healthy' and 'medical'.

Such a generalization is false, as is clear from 'being'

and 'good' and cannot be g:l.thered from what we have said

unless it were understood materially ". 3 The qualification

of the first condition is that this condition is to be

understood formally and not materially. What is the difference

between understanding the condition formally and understand-

ing it materially? As R.alph McInerrij remarks, there seems

to be no difference,4 at least if we interpret Cajetan

literally, for the material unc3_erstanding is that "every name

which is analogous by analogy of attribution is common to

the analogates is such a way that it'pertains only to the

primary analogate formally and to the others by extrinsic

denomina-tion" (and this is how we are not to understand

the condi"tion) and the formal understanding is that "Our

explanation rnust be understood in -the sense that every name

which is analogous by analogy of attribution as such i.e.

insofar as it is analogous in -I:his manner, is common to the

analogates in this way, that it pertains to the primary

analogate formally and to the others by extrinsic denomination",

3Cajetan v The Analogy of Names, Chapter two, paragTaph
eleven, p. 17-18. ---- ----

4McInerrv, The Logi~ of Analogy, p. 7.
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There seems to be only one \qay to inJcerpret this

qualification of Cajetan's. Perhaps he wishes US to under-

stand tha't in analogy of'attr.J"bu,tlon r the property or

perfection signified by the analogous name is always possessed

by, or inherent in, the prime analoga'te" from which the other

analogates are denominated, or n~ceive the analogous name,

because of their relation to this prime analogate (as medicine

is denominated "healthy" because of i,ts relation to the

health of the animal or as accident is denominated'

"being" because of its relation 'to substance) regardless of

whether these according analogates do or do not possess

formally the property signified by the analogous name --

the essential point being that they receive the name because

of their relation to the prime analogate. But if this is the

case, it would seem that the first condition of analogy of

attribution is irrelevant, at least insofar as it lays

down that "only the primary analogate realizes the perfection

formally" for understood in the sense that we have suggested r

the secondary analogates mayor may not realize formally the

perfection or property signified by the analogous name.

Le't US examine more closely ,the distinction between

intrinsic and extrinsic denomination. In his co~nentary

on the Summa Theologiae It q. 6 r a. 4 Cajetan sayS:

IIDenomination is two-fold. One is intrinsic and
the other is extrinsic. A denomination is
called intrinsic when the form of the
denominati ve (perfec,tion) is in that which
is denominated: say, white, quantified etc. ~



whereas a denomination is extrinsic if' the
form of the denominative (perfection) is
not in the denominated ~hing e.g. located,
measured and the like Ii.

He goes on to dra\tV attention to two distinct kinds of

extrinsic denomination:

!fIn two ways a thing may be called such
or such after something extrinsic.
In one way, if the reason for the
denomination is the very relationship
(of this thing) to something extrinsic;

e.g.urine is called healthy for the
sole reason of its relationship as a
sign of health. In another way, if
the reason for the denomination is not
a relationship of similitude or any
other, but a form whi6h is the
foundation of a relationship of
similitude to an extrinsic thinq;
e.g. as air is said to be lucid-be
cause of the I.' 'lt of the Sl,m

inasmuch as it. i,rticipates in it
through the fo:, . of light.

When a denomination is made in the
first r.;:;ay ,there ls'apurely extrrn.-sic
dei1'Oni.ination, but when·Enedenomination
is made in the-Second~vay, there is
extrInSic-denonllnalTOn-;-Yet no't only
extrinsic denomination, :b8CaD:Se t'Fi'ere

5Cajetan, Commentary on the Summa Theologiae I,
q. 6, a 4 cited and translated in The Analogy of Names
p. 16, footnote se ven.
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is also intrinsic denomination; as is clear. ,,6

When something is intrinsically denominated the name

which is predicated of it; or given to it; signifies a property

or perfection intrinsic to it; thus when I say "the wall is

whi te", "white" signi fies a property intrinsic to the wall,

a formal determination of the wall. In the case of extrinsic
.

denomination, on the other hand, the name which is predicated

of something si9-ni fies not a property intrinsic to tha-t thing,

not a form inherent in the thir:lg determining its mode of

being r but rather a relational property -telling us how the

thing in question is related to some other thing. For

example, to say that the Eiffel tower is in Paris is to

indicate the location of the Eiffel tower,

6 Ibid. The following explanation given by Aquinas
in the DeV8r"itate is perhaps a little clearer. "There are
blO wayS-of denomI"nating something with respect to something
else. One way makes the very relationship the meaning of
the denomination. TI1US urine is called healthy in relationship
to t:he health of the animal. '1'he very meaning of healt:hy
as it is predicated of urine is to-be-a-sign of health in
the animal. In such predication that which is denominated
with respect to something else is not so denominated because
of any form inhering in it bu,t because of something ou·tside
it to which it is referred.

The 'other-way of denominating something in rela·tionship t.o
somethinq else does not make the rela-t:ionship -the very meaning
of the denomination, but rather its cause. Thus when the
atmosphere is called bright because of the sun, this does not
mean that ,the very relationship of the atmosphere to the
sun is i-ts brightness, but rather that the location of ·the
atmosphere directly opposite to the sun is the cause of
its brightness". De Veritate q. 21, a. 4{ ad 2, transla.ted
by Kluberb3.nz in St,,- Thomas AquiE_~~ and. Analogl, p. 45-46.
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its relation to its surroundings and not to t.ell US something

about the intrinsic properties of that struc"ture i hence

the Eiffel tower in this instance, is denominated extrinsically.

We may now go on to clarify the two kinds of extrinsic

denomination.. ..When the denomination is purely ex"trinsic

a name is simply being used to signify a relationship,

as urine is called "healthy" because it can be a sign of

health. "Healthy" as predicated of urine simply means

sign'-of-health. In the second type of extrinsic denomination,

on the other hand; a name is applied to a thing because of

its relation to another thing; but the name so applied

does not just signify a relationship of one thing to another;

but a property which is intrinsic to both things, yet a

property which is possessed by one thing only because of

its rela·tion to the other, as the atmosphere can only be

said to be bright because of the sun's causality, for the

sun is the cause of the brightness of the atmosphere; hence

"bright.ness It is predicated of the atmosphere by this kind

of extrinsic denomination and as predicated of the atmosphere

'fl .... does no"t simply mean e ffect-of-the-s un' S-·ca US ali "ty but

indicates a property intrinsic to the atmosphere. And so

Caje~can says; "there is extrinsic denornination f ye"t not

only extrinsic denomination because there is also intrinsic

denominaU.on r as is clear. It It is to be noted that Cajetan

does not distinguish be"tween these two kinds of extrinsic

denomination. in The Analogy of Names.
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Are we now in any position to make more sense of

Cajetan's analogy of attribution? Some would say yes,

provided we are prepared to do what Cajetan does not do,

that is, to make a distinction within analogy of attribution

betv.leen analogy of extrinsic a'ttribution (where the denomination

is purely extrinsic) and analogy of intrinsic attribution

(where the denomination is not purely extrinsic). On this

view, the "healthy" example is a perfec"t illustration of the

former kind of analogy, where Cajetan I s four conditions are

indeed satisfied. On the other hand, "being" as predicated

of substance and accident provides US with a good philosophical

example of analogy of intrinsic at"tribui:ion, for here it

is certainly not meant that accidents have no being but

rather that the being of an accident consists

in its being a modification of substance. It is the very

relation of accident to substa.nce tha"t is the source of the

accident's being, thereby enabling the accident to be

denominated "being" intrinsically (just as it is the very

relationship between the S"LU1 and the atmosphere Hhich is

the cause of the intrinsic brightness of the a"tmosphere).

In this kind of analogy although the property signified by

the analogous name is intrinsic to both analogates, none;

theless, there is an evident distinc"tion to be drawn bet'\'leen

primary and secondary analogates.. In our example,

subs"tance is the prime analogate" because "being" is

predicated primarily and most properly of substance, only

secondarily and less properly of accidents and then, only
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because of their rela-tion -to substance. In such an analogy,

therefore, we find a relationship of priority and posteriority

and Cajetan's third condition that "the primary analogate

is put into the definition of the others" 'would seem to be

verified. (For instance, one cannot define the being of

accident without referring to substance, for to be an

accident is to be a modification of substance.)

These consideraJcions might prompt US to give the

following generic definition of analogy of attribution. What

is essential to this kind of analogy is that there be a

primary analogate i. e. something to 'i\Thich the analogous name

primarily and most properly applies and to which the property

signified by this name is intrinsic, and that the secondary

analogates receive this name because of their relationship

Jco ·the prime analogate. Any analog"y of attribution is

essentially a relational type of analogy, involving a direct

relationship between primary and secondary analogates, "the

primary analogate being put into the definition of the

o-ther analogates II with respect to the analogous name. We

can now go on to distinugish two speies of analogy of

attribution: firstly, analogy of extrinsic attribution,

where the property signified by t.he analogous name is

intrinsic to the primary analogate alone and the secondary

analogates are denominated purely extrinsically; secondly,

analogy of intrinsic attribution where both primary and

secondary analogates are intrinsically denominated i.e. where

the prope~ty signified by the analogous name is
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possessed formally by both primary and secondary analogates.

It is just this kind of classification which is urged by

Suarez and whi ch a modern commen-tator, Battista Mondin puts

forvJard in "The Principle of Analogy in Protestant and

Ca"tholic Theology" , not simply because he is dissatisfied

with Cajetan's obscurity 1n The Analogy of Names but

because he sees this as the most faithful interpretation of

Aquinas and he is further convinced that the meaning of

religious language can -only be satisfactorily explained on

the basis of analogy of intrinsic attribution. We have

already indicated why analogy of extrinsic attribution is of

little help to US here and a contention such as Mondin's

that analogy of intrinsic attribution is of key importance

when it comes to predicating names of God draws considerable

strength from what Aquinas has to say in the Summa Contra

Gentiles, Chapters twent.y-nine to thirJcY-four and in -the SumIna

Theologiae If q. 13, as the following- passages from these works

make clear.

" . what is predica-ted of some things
according to priority and posteriority is
certainly not predicated univocally. For
th~ prior is included in the definition of
the ~osteriorr as substance is included
in the definition of accident according as
an accident is a being,. . now nothing
is predicated of God and crea·tures as
though they were in the same order, but
rather according to priority and
posteriority. For God is called being
as being entity itself and he i~ called
good as being goodness iJcself."

--------------

7Summa Con"tn'l. Gen-tiles Rook If Chap-ter thirty-two,
paragraph seven ;trans ta-ted by Anton C. Pegis (New York:
Image Books, 1955), p. 145.
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"From what we have said it likewise appears
that not everything predicated of God and
other things is said in a purely equivocal
way, in the manner of equivocals by chance.

For in equivocals by chance there is no order or
reference of one to another, but it is entirely
accidental that one name is applied to
di verse things: the applica"tion of the
name to one of them does not signify "that
it has an order to the other. But this
is not the situation with names said of God.
and creatures, since we note in the community
of ~uch names the order of cause.andSeffect,
as lS clear from what we have sald."

"ern the case of all names which are predicated
analogously of several things, it is necessary
th~t all be predicated with respect to one, and
therefore that one be placed in the 'def.in:L'ton
of all. Because' the in"telligibili"ty ',,,hich
a name means is its definition,' as is said
in the fourth book of the Metaphysics, a
name must be antecedently predicated of that
which is put in the definitons of the
others, and consequently of the others,
according to the order in which they approach,
more or iess, that first analogate.

Thus, all names which are predicated of God. figurative
ly are predicated antecedently of creatures rather
than of God . The case would be the
same for other names as well, vlhich are not
predicated of Goff. merely figuratively, if
they were predicated merely as causer as some
have held. Thus, when God is called good
this would mean only that God is the cause of the
creature's goodness; the goodness thus
predicated of God would therefore include in its
intelligibility the creature's goodness and
goodness would be predicated antecedently of the
creature rather than of God.

g
Ibid, Book I, Chapter thirty-three, paragraphs one to

three, p. 145-"146.
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However, as was shoVln above, names of
this sort are predicated of God not only
as cause but also properly. For when God
is called good or wise, this signifies
not only that He is the cause of wisdom
and goodness; but also that th9se perfections
exist in Him in a higher way. "

What Aquinas seems to have in mind here, where he

is explicity reflecting on naming God seems to be none

other than our analogy of intrinsic attribution.

not intend to examine in detail here the kind of

We do

relationship which, Aquinas asserts, holds between God and

creatures, the knowledge of which enables US in some sense

to know and name God. Suffice it to say here that it

is very obviouslY a causal relationship. Because God is the

cause and ultimate source of created things, he can

meaningfully be said to have certain properties, such as

being, goodness etc., which are evident in his effects. lO It

9Summa Theologiae I, q. 13, a. 6, translated by
Klubertanz, lbicl, p. 58.

10 Ti",o poin"ts should be no-ted here: (1) According to
Aquinas the only knowledge we have of Goct is what we know
of him as cause of creatures. One of his standard principles
is that every cause reveals something of its own nature in its
ac-ti vi ty. It is because of -this -that we can move from the
affirmation that God is the cause of creatures to the affirmation
that certain properties necessarily belong to him. Just how
Aquinas decides tha-t there must be a cause of the universe, that
this cause is in fact \tifhat we rnean by "the name "God." and why
some properties and not o·thers must be ascribed t.o this cause r

is dealt \tifi th in some detai 1 in the fi rst parJcs of both Summae.
(2) God, as crea-tor r is obvio.us ly a unique kind of co.use. He
is no·t r for example, the cause of creatures in ·the s arne Way
medicine is the cause of heal·tIl.. Indeed .. "cause" itself is an
analogical term and our concept of God's causality will
necessarily be derived from our understanding of causality as
operati ve in the l.mi verse. Aquinas insis-ts that every term
predicated of God. (even the ·term "God') will be predicc3.ted
of him analogically.
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is because he is related to creatures as their cause that

he can be known and talked abou-t in h. uman language, not

univocally, of course, but only analogically. Furthermore,

in explicating the nature of this analogy, Aquinas makes

quite clear that there is priority and posteriority involved

and that this necessitates that the prior (the prime

analogate) is included in the definition of the posterior (the

secondary analagate), and this we saw to be the essential

condition of analogy of attribution. Nor quite obviously

is he talking about analogy of extrinsic attribution,

for when God is called good or wise, this signifies not only

that he is the cause of wisdom or goodness • +-In creaL-ures,

but that thes~ properties are intrinsic to him. Indeed,

we are told tha-t these perfections exist in him "in a higher

way". This lasJc remark raises some difficul-ty. Is God

the pri.me analogat.e in this particular analogy? It seems

he must be since he is the cause of goodness in creatures

and possesses goodness in a higher way than they do. (Indeed

God is said to be goodness, a startling assertion, as Aquinas

himself realizes.) But if God is the

prime analogate are we to insis-t that human goodness can

only be defined by reference to Divine goodness, which

must be the case if the condition that the prime analogate

be placed in the definition of the oth8rs be fulfilled.

This, however r is patelytly unacceptable, for we do not have

i:o knoitV ivha-t Di virl.e goodness is before we can meaningfully

talk about human goodness. Indeed, it is quite the reverse.
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To meet this obvious difficuli:y )J,quinas posits a

distinction between priority and posterio~ity in the

espistemological order and priority and posteriority in

the ontological order. 1t-7hat is prior in the epis-temological

order is what is most easily grasped and understood by us

but what is most easily grasped and understood by US is

not necessarily what is most fundamental in reality. Indeed

it invariablY turns ou-t to be the case that what is most

fundamental in reality, that is I in the ontological order

proves to be most difficult for us to know, and this is

especially so when we attempt to know and to understand

God. Thus \vhen we attempt to talk about God the prime

analogate will be what is most familiar to us, in this

case,human goodness, and any effort to understand Divine

goodness will always include a reference to human goodness,

but in reality, of course, Divine goodness is indisputably

prior to human goodness, just as God the creator and

source of all things is oniologically prior to all things. ll

Enough has been said perhaps Jco jus-tify making a

clear distinction between analogy of intrinsic attribution

and analogy of extrinsic attribution, and to claim for

the former a key role in the i~terpretation of

theological discourse (at least,r as far as Aquinas is

11See, for example, the Aquinas texts translated
by Kl ubertanz, ibid r, p. 67-69.
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Cajetanian to agree with us. For him the so-called analogy

of intrinsic attribution remains somewhat of a contradition

in -Lann,s and[ furthermore 1 inevi tably corifuse,s analog}.? of

attribution with analogy of proper proportionality, thereby,

rend8ring impossible any coherent and comprehensive under-'

st,anding of the ·true nature of analogy and its divisions.

Analoav of
---~~.::....

Intrinsic Attribution

versuS

Is the so-called analogy of intrinsic attrib1.1'tion .

based on the kind of confusion referred to above? We

have seen that Cajetan insists on keeping attribution distinct

from prop8r propor-tionali ty on the grounds that in -the analogy of

at·tribu-tion "only t.he priluary analogate reali,zes t.he

perfection fo:cmal1y r wllereas the the others have it only by

extrinsic denomination. n What he is obvious ly mos·t anxious

-to emphasize is -tha-t a-t-tribu-tion is essentially a t_I"1o-term

analogy involving a re ference of one thing -to ano1:her r

sud.! that the meanins:; of the analogous term when predicated

of the secondaryanalogate is "rela-ted-'in-some-way-to-the-

primary analogate ". Thus m "'1hen predicated in this way of

x and y (x being the primary analogate, y the secondary

analoga-te) means related-·in--sorne--'way·-to--x (to which the

property signified by m is intrinsic) when predicated of y.

The difficul·ty arises as soon a.s you introduce intrinsic

denomination of the seondary analogates as well as the
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primary analogate, for then m is used to signify a

property intrinsic to both x and y, and m as predicated of

y is supposed to 'take on a do'uble signification; iJc is

supposed 'to mean both rela'ted--in--sorne-way-to-x (-to \>;Ihich the

property is intrinsic) and possesses-the-property-signified-
.~

by-rn-which-is also-possessed-by-x (although in "a higher way") .

But once it is admitted that there is a common property

intrinsic to x and y and that this property is signified

by m, then rn as predicated of y ceases to mean related--

in-one-vlay--'to x. What we are attempJcing to point out is

simply this: precisely insofar as the secondary analogates

are int.rinsicallY denominated, the name which is predicated

of them signifies a property intrinsic to them and not a

relation to the primary analogate; insofar as the name

predicated of the secondary analogatef3 signifies a rela·tion

or propor"cion be'tween thern and the primary analogate,

it does not signify a property intrinsic to the secondary

analogates. It seems ·to be just this fonnal condit:ion

thai:: Caje'tan is emphasi.zing in. Chapter two of ~'he Ana~ogy of

Names and it is "chis which preven·ts any Cajetanian from

accepting ·the so-called analogy of intrinsic at'tribut.ion as

a formal division of analogy. It i~ indeed, often the case

-that we predicate a name signi fying' an (intrinsic)

property of a nurnber of ·things i;'7hich are so rela-ted tha-t

one of them (the primary analogate) is the c: .3. of the

other things having this property (e.g. the God-creature

and the substance-accident situation) but the essential
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point is that the relationship of these other things (the

secondary analogates) to the primary analogate is not

. . . , f' "b 1VIJ:J.a-t J.s, ~19'~J, :J,ee;. y a name so common t.o tOle secondary

analogates if HlO denomination is in'trinsic, tha't is, if the

name genuinely signifies a property inherent in all the

\i'7here you have severa.l things denominat.ed

in'l:rinsicallythe Cajeta.nian will insis·t you ei·ther have

uni voci-ty or an analoqy of proper proport,ionali-ty bu-t not

an analogy of attribution. Hc~ Itdll admi-t, however, tha-t

where one of the things (let us call it x) which is

denominated extrinsically is in some way responsible for

the possession by the other tfiihgs of the property signified

by the common name r 1:here you h,a.ve the basis for a virtual

analogy of attribution, for you can conceive of these other

-things not insofar as they possess -[:11e property 5igni fied

by the cornmon name f bu-t merely insofar as -they are rela-ted

to x andl in thi sease, the name common -to them and x r as

predicated of them simply means related-in"'some-\·lay-to-x.,

This r of course r is not too a.dmi t tha.-t What we have here is

an. analogy of int_rinsie a-tt.ribu'c:ion r but simply that -there

are cases where the same ontological situation can be the

basis for an analogy of prope~r proportionali-ty (or univocal

predication r as we shall see) and also -the basis for a

, 'b ' 12vlrtual analogy of attrl utlon.'

12 '1 - -'I' • .r.] . fFor a 111o:ce dc·tal ed u_1..SCUSS:Li:_m 0.1: t:.1.lS: see, "or
examp] 8, James F, Anderson I s 'The Bond of Being (St. LOUlS and
London.: B. Herder Book Co.; 1949)-:-p-. - ..~r35-::2{().
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There is a further difficulty to be encountered in

the so-called analogy of intrinsic attribution.

a name so analogolJ.s signifies a property intrinsic to all

-the analog-a.-tes rand wha-t is i-t that: prevents such a name from.

being purely uni'vocal insofar as it denomina.-tes int:rinsica.llY

those things of 'VJhich it is predicated? For example r when

a man and a. lion. are in..trinsical.ly denomina"ced "animal"

few ~iJill deny tha..t this is a. clear example of univocit.y r

for in t ..!:J.:lS case f -tbe narne "animal" designat:es a property

or set of properties ~ein0 alive, capable of sensation

e-tc,) which both lions and men fo:cmally possess. l\dr(\i ttedly

among those -thinqs v,;rhich J::-ecei ve a cormnon name by analogy

of intrinsic attribution there is a certain order or proportion

b1.1"t -this in i U_:.:clf is not enou.gh to avoid univod.. -ty. For

example f we call John Brown all.d his pa:r.:·ents "hurnaIl.",

his parents are the cause of John Brown and he is related to

them as a proCll.1..c'l:f an effect; but "hl..unan" as predicated of

John Brown and his parents doe::? not cea::;e to be univocal for

all t ..haL Of course! thos(~ 1/,,7110 Upll01d analogy of intx'insic

att.. ribution v'lould no-t for a m.oment deny t.his r for t:hey vlould

insist that a,name analogolls by this kind of analogy is

predioated primarily and most properly of only one of the

analogat8s (th8 primary ana.l()~JC:1.te) In \vllich the property

. . f' b J"L .slgnJ_"J.. ed y -1:-.\(-) a.. nC:L ogODS n(3.m(' J.S to be fO"llnd "in a hig-her

way It (e. q. Hbein g" i::> pred:i.ca t:.ed primarly of S ubs·tance r only

seconda.riJy of acciden-l:, "Goodness i! is precUcat.ed primaJ::-ily

of creatures only s8condarily of God). But what exactly is
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Is it meaJ1"I: ·tha·c the analogous name signifies

exactly the same property ~rl1en predicated of primary and

secondary analogates, the only difference being that the

primary ana10gate possesses the property more perfectly,

mucll a.s when two m(~n have 1:he ability to reca.11

something, but ODe of 81em can do so at greater speed and

In greater depth than the other, we say his is the better

or more perfect memory? But although everyone a.drrdts there

is a difference between a good memory and a bad one, no one

13has ever suggc,;sted this makes memory an analogous ·term.

We can -then conclude that it. is no-t this kind of thing which

is meant when it is asserted that the primary analogate

possesses the property signified by the analogous

name "in a higber W'oLY". It_\-Jill be fonnd, we think,

that this can only be explained, without at the same time

lapsing into univocity, by a reference to analogy of

proper proportionality. Here, as we have seen, Tlit is not

the case that exactly the same property is signified by the

13Interesting in. t.his regard is th.e remark of Aquinas
in the De Malo (24, 5) f that. "all animals are equ.ally animalS
blJ.-t yet-a-re--not equal animals. Ha-ther one animal is
greater and mOJ::e perfect thaD arlOther." Of course, I!animal"
is clearly a generic Jcerm v/hereas "memory" would not
normally be considered as such. Some have argued that all
generic ·term.s are analogous because of the l..mequo.l way in
\',7hic11 different members of a 9"OnU5 realize the properties
sign.:i_ fied by the generic t.erm; ho,tlever, there is hardly
sufficient evidence i.n Aquinas to merit this interpretation
and furthermore, if it is admitted that all generic terms
are analogical terms the next step might well be to deny that
any term (even a specific one) is univocal, for on the same
reasoning could i·t nc:/c be an:l,""ued tha-t all men are equally
men yet not equal men; rather one man is greater and more perfect
than Clnot:her (and ~;o too wi tIl mE:,mory)?
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analog-ous name which int.rinsically denominates aLL the

analogates, rather we have to deal with a propert.y which is

only proportionally t.he same in the various analoga.-tes.

In this kind of analogy, moreover, we have a likeness or

similarity of Ule proportions rather than a case of things

directly related or porportioned to each other. Now if we

are correct in affirming' ·tb.a·t in every case \iv"here bilo or more

"things are intrinsically derlOminab~~d uni voci "ty can only be

avoided if there is an analogy of proper proportionality

(formally based on a similarity of two' -- or "more •• proportions,

not on a relationship of one thing to another or many things

to one) this must further confirm our suspicion of "the so-

called analogy of intrinsic attribution. But to re·t1.1.rn ·to

the demand that in any analogy one of the analogates must

possess the perfection signified by the analogous narne "in

a higher way" can Vie w.1derstand "this any bett:er in "the light

of proper proportionality? In a sense we can, for it is

bf the essence of this kind of analogy that there be inequality

111 the way the different analogates possess the perfection

signi fiec3 by the analogous na.r!:18; it: iE; t.his very inequality

after all which leads to the assertion that the common

perfection is only proportionally similar in the different

anaJ.ogateso For example, "vision r: as said of corporeal sigllt

and of int:ellectu.al understanding does not sis;rnify a common

property in the way that. "nte:mory II a.s said of a ma.n wi·th o.

gooe!. Tlle-mory and a man "\d.th a bad Tn2mory does" for the "vision"

att:d.but.ed to "the eyes and the int:ellect has a di fferent: mean-
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ing in each case (yet there is proportiona~ similarity, for

as things are made present to US in their sensible reality

through the eyes, so they are made present to us in their

intelligible reality through the intellect) whereas

"memory" has precisely the same meaning in both ins·tances

of its prediction. Likewise in t:he case of ·the s ubs,tance-

accid(~nt 'example" 'i'J"ha't really preven·ts uni voci,ty when bo·th

substa.nce and accident are intrinsically denominated "being"

in the p1::"opor Jcionali·ty "a.s subs,tance exist,s in a manner is

proper to its nature, so accident exists in a manner proper

·to it:s na.ture", the differences of substan.cG and accident.

de·termining· two very di fferen·t modes of being which a.re

only proportionally similar, It is this kind of inequality,

then, which is the foundation of analogy of proper

proportionally (and, therefore, of any analogy where all the

analogates are denominated intrinsically) and this kind of

inequality which gives rise to the fact that what is

sign5. fied by the analogous name is found "in a higher \~7ay II

. f 'l 1 t 'J ]. J t) 14In one 0 .. 1:1e ana ago. ..es (C.1e prlTnary ana.og·a·-e .

----------_._-_.._---_._---_.
14 D · c:' l' f . F" .J.frlcu. tJ.es 0 - course, remaln. :'or lnstance lS

vision found "in a. higher way" i.n the eY'e or in the in·tellec·t?
On ·the one hand I' :L·t migh·t se8m t.hert i·t is tIle in·tellect w'hlch
possesses it in a higher way, since the act of the intellect
when it understands is more penetrating and comprehensive than
the act of the eye when it sees. On the other hand, it does
seem tha·t "vision rr is more p:r.operly said of the eye and by
extension of the intellect. In other words, there seems to
be a difficulty in specifying- the primary analogate in ·this
case. ('l'b.ere is the same tro\:lb]'c:: in the case of names
predicated of God.) In Chapter three it will be argued that
there is a basic defect in Cajetanrs whole conception of
analogy, w~ich inevitablY givesrlse to difficulties such
as this.
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Thus far \'.7e have oLl"cl:Lned the Cajet.anian objec·tion

which calls into question the possibility of any analogy where

all thE'~ analogates are intrinr~ically denomina.-ted which is no·t

an analogy of proper proportionality, and claims that the

attempt tc posib an analogy of attribution where all the

analogates are intrinsically denominated rests on a confusion,

the confusion bet.\·3en analogy of ai:-cribution and analogy

of proper proporl:io:nali ty. v\7e have furt~:ler seen how it can

be claimed that in any analosJY of proper proportionality,

there is such an inequality that. one of the analoga-tes (the

primary analogate) can be understood as possessing the

property signified by the analoqous name II in. a higher ';~7ay"

than do the others, F.I. condition '-"l11ich is clearly demanded in

Nov] si110e iJc is an importanJc part ()f

our inquiry to discover whether Cajet.an is really

interpreting Aquinas correct1~we should a~k whether, in the

passages quo-ced earlier in this chapter F Aquinas has in

mind analogy of proper proportionality and not analogy of

intrinsic attribution ~hich seemed, at firs~ so natural an

interpret_ation) . In one of these passages it is stated

cateqorically thaJc "in the ca:se of all names whi:ch ar.e

predicated analog-ously of several things i-t is necessa:cy that

all be predicated with respect to one r and that therefore one

be placed in. the definition of all. II Now i-c is obvious that

it is far easier to reconcile th~ statement with analogy of

attribution than with analogy of proper proportionality.
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Indeed, l\qui.nas explic:l·t1y distinguishes between analogy

of proportion (attribution) and analogy of proper

thirteen) by insisting that in proper proportionality there

is no direct proportion or rela~ion between the analogates

and in t.be answer to Objection two' of the same artl.c1e he

explici tly re j eot ,.: tb.at in ·th.i.s k:Lnd of analogy Hone be

placed in tlJe definition of all", vlbich surely forbids us

from id(;n:t:Lfying the kind of analos:ry defined in the SU.mma

2'b':.oloCl~ae with analogy of proper proportionaltiy. 'There

is one cOlmnon·tator, however, Sylves·ter of P'errara, who,

accepting the basic validity of Cajetan1s classification of

analogy, valiantly a·ttempts to demonstrate tha't every

analogy ~iliether it be one of attribution or proper

proportionality) involves a reference of one analogate to

anot.her and ·thus the placing of the primary analogate

in the definition of the secondary analogates insofar as

these are sigTlified by ·the analogous name, Moreover, he

contends that this represents a f~tthful~interpretation of

-,---,.._--

The
ElYl'c{

15Por a discussion of Sylvest.er l s po~;i tion see Lyttkens r

l~.nalogy bet,ween God and the WOElcl, (Uppsala: A1msvis t
W:iJ<:-s eTfs;- 19'52)- P ,. -2 2 5=-2 28-':-
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argues 1::.hat in t:he former Aquinar~ is merely rejec·ting ·the

view tha·t a naHle 'Vlhich is predicated absolutely of a creature

(as, for example., vlhen a man is ,said ·to be wise 'itvi thout

any reference to God or divine wisdom as the source and

origin of human wisdom) can be predicated of God. in

such a way that divine wisdom is defined in terms of (and

to that extent, limited by) human wisdom. In "c.his sense

there can he no proportion or relation between God and

creature for between them there is infinite distance and

since God is in no way limited by the finite, he cannot

be dc:;fined in terrrl'::: of it. This is 'VJhat is ri18ant by the

denial of the applicability of analogy of proportion to the

predication of the divine narr~s in the De V~ritate. Analogy

of proper proportionality, on the other hand, seems

eminently suitable in helping US to avoid the error of

se8ing God as in some vlay limiV3G. by t.he ·fini·te F for in

this kind of analogy there is no explic~t'reference to a

r~lation or proportion between the analogates -- but this

is no"c 'to deny that :in (:;very cu,'),alogy' (inclUding analog'y of

proper proportionality) there is such a relation. Indeed,

in the God-creat:u:r:e analogy 'de are discussing r -I:here is

obviouSlY ;:.::ome kincI of a relation be'i:ween God and creat:ure

and it is E"uch ·U1~Lt. the crea.ture is the imperfect irni ta'l:ion

of its mos't perfect source f J.n whom all the perfections

and properties of the creature pre-exist in a higher waY.

Seen from ,this poin't of "dew GO(), is the prime analogate in
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any analogy involvinSf him and creo:l:ures. l\.s we no'ted

earlier the problern. of predicat.ing names of God is cornplicat.ed.

by the fact that although he is prior or first is the real or-

der, he is certainly not that which is first known by

us, that is, first is the order of knowledge. He is only

known and named second"'hand f as it vlere, from creatures.

ing P.quinas, Sylvester wants to make clear that al·though

it is only in terms of our knowledge of creatures we can

talk or think abou·t God{ this is, in fact; the reverse of

the real order: although the meaning of our words used to

describe God inevitablY includes a reference to What we

know best, namely creatures, in reality, since creatures

derive every-thing they have, including thc~ir very exisJcence,

frolTt God, it is they viho are completely dependent on him

and to be defined by reference to him, not the other way

around.

There is no doub,t that in 1":ds Jcextual analysis SylvesJc('-';:c

displays considerable ingenuity in attempting to reconcile

the following assertions: (a) analog:,/ of proportion

involves a reference (or proportion or relation) of one thing

to another f such ,tha.t the definition of the cwa1ogous name

as predicated of the secondary ano.10gates necessarily includes

a reference to the primary analogate, whereas in analogy of

proper proportionality there is not a proportion of one to

another (Emd, hence, 0)].2 is no·t placed In the definition of

another) but rather a similarity between two proportions
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(De ::::eriota.!~J; (b) evel,.yanaloqy ir\volves a reference of

one thing to another such that the definition of the

analogous name as predicated of the secondary analogates

necessarily includes a referencS to the primary analogate

may be in eyJ1ibioting certain feaJcures attaching to the pre-

dication of any nc;:me of God, i Jc is eli ffi cult, °to see hOlY

one could agree thaot evc;ry analogy of p:roper propor:tionality

can be an analogy of parportion, without running into

the same basic confusion ~1ich the Cajetanian points to

in the so-ocalled analogy of intrinsic atotribution. The

question here is ho\'1 can an analo'J"i' \'vhie11 is based on a

similarity of proportions be identified with an analogy

\'lhich is based on a direct: relat:ion or proportion beotween

the analogates? Perhaps one might have the

basis here for bvo different types of analogical predication,

buJc the iTllpor-[:anot point seerns °to be that .i f there is such a

basis it will be the basis for two quite different kines of

analogy, each having its own formal structure and properties

as indicated in the De Veritate. If this is the case

we find ourselves having to reject both analogy of inotrinsic

aJct:ribuoUon and Sylvester l s claim that: analogy of proper

proportionality is a kind of analogy of proportion (a·ttrib-

ution) and having to accept Cajetan's classification of analogy

as the most satisfactory of the alternatives yet encountered.

However is Caje'tan I s account of ana.J.ogy really satisfactoory?
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Hardly insofar as it claims to be a.n interpre-tation of

Aquinas, for U18 -threefold classification of II'h~ !,nalogy of

~aE.leS_f as 'ide have seen 1 no",vhere appears in the Summa Contra

unJchinkable if i-t really expressE;d -the essence of Aquinas I

thought on the subject:.

Conclusion

We be (Ji'Hl this chap-te:t- by examining Cajetan IS

qualification of his demand that in analogy of attribution

only the primary analogate formally possesses the property

signified by the analogous namo. We -then attempted to

understand more fully the business of intrinsic and

extrinsic denomination. This f toge-ther wi-th our reflection

on certain texts on analogy to be found in the Summa Contra

con-ten-tion that Cajetan fails to account for a very importan-t

division of analogy, analogy of intrinsic attribution. We

then saw the Cajetanian response to this objection. Next

we exarnined the viel'1 of Sylvester of Ferrara, Who claims 'chat

in eVE;ry analogy; even analogy of proper proportionali-ty;

there is a reference of secondary ana10gates to primary

analogate r such that the primary analog-ate must be

included in the definition of the secondary analogates r

HoweVE:~r 1 from thE, Cajet_anian stand]?oin-t this v10uld seem to

involve the same sort: of confusion tha.t is found in -the 50-
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called 2,nalogy of att:ribnL:Lon. Ai.: ·this stage ·the two-fold

division of Cajetan would seem to emerge rather well.

However, our analysis ha.s made US realize more than ever

that it certainly does not seem to be (as it claims to be)

an adequate interpretation of Aquinas, who, as he proceeded

to lay more and more stress on analogy of proportion, ceased

to talk about analogy of proper proportionality.



CHAP'l'EH THREE

A Ne'iAl Approach to the Problem

We now tlJrn our a·ttention to a rather differen-t

approa.cb. to the 1;1]-).ole q1..1:~st:ion of analoqy f an approach

with

reqa.rd to Cajctan f s analogy of attribution, firstly F. l.kHnerrry

contends that Cajetan1s first condition is irrelevant and

secondly f t.ha-t the second and t:hird condi tim s·t.i.p1..1la-t:(~d by

Cajetan 8ho1..11(J not. be restricted to analo<::fY of at.t:.:ci.b1.:ttion

alone but are the necessary conditions of analogy as

such, '" It I'd. 11 be remembered t:ha·t these oem.di "I::ion5 are F

respcctiveJy, t.hat "the one vihich is ·tl1e term of the diverSE"

relationships ln analogous names of this type is one

not merely in concept but: nume:rically" and "the prirnar:l

analogab:::; is put int.o Ule definition of t:he others wit:h

respect to t:hc analogov.s name " . .1 McInerny draws our att:en.-tion

n.amely f ·th.at. "whateveJ."· is said analogically of manv tbings

is founa. acco:cding to i ts !~.t~_::?. J2.r o'Q.:.:ls.: in only on'3 of theTn

lsee above p. 27-28.
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a uni versal s·ta:tement: abou"c all analogous n<:l.mes and meant

to be taken as such. But Cajetan will no-!: admit -this. Why?

The reason is fa.irly simple. He t.hinks tha.t to say that in

-the case of analogous names, -the Fatio propri~_ is saved in

only one of the things to which -the name is common is t:he

same as Jco deny tha-t there is somethinq inJcrinsic to t.he

se.condary analoga-tes in virtue of which -they receive the

analogous name. Understanding -the die-tum in the Summa.

'I'he(~losd,~.:?. -tI). us r .: he canno·t r of course f accept tha-t it is

true of every class of analogous name, although it

might. appear to be -the distinguishing mark of analogy of

attribution r as he undersJcands it. 3 In other words he

interprets the condi-b_on that 1\·JrJ.at.ever is said analogiceJ.lly

2summa Theologiae, Ta, q. 16 r a. 6. The -term ratio
propria_ is -no'C-an-eas}T one to trans lat.e. We could think .---.
of the ra'tio propria of a tenn af3 its proper or primary
meaning ---rF'0]~- adlscussion of the nleaning of "ra'l:io" in this
context see The Logic of ]\nalogy f p" 61-,64:). li'UJ::'"ther
discussion on'The raFiopi~Jl)r:la-of a term will be found
in thi s chapter" -.---- --_._-,..

3. ',,.. r t tl ' . t'In pOln~ or rac- -~ere are cer~aln proper-les
intrinsic to medicine r ,vine e-tc" in virtue of which -they
are called "heal thy" bU.t it is not. these properties which
the nO.m:::; Hhea1 thy" primari J.y sig'ni fies. For t:1Je medievals
the term primarily signj.fies health, or the correct
balance or proportion of humours, in an organic body.
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of many things is found according -to i t.s ratio propri.~ in

only one of -them" as. laying' down ,that. on ly one of the

analogates is denominated intrinsically, whereas the others

are denominated extrinsically. '1'his confusion :\lcInern.y

sees a.s a basic and fundamen-ta.l one cas·ting doubt on

CajetanVs whole classification, for What Cajetan fails to

realize is that the analogy of names is a purely logical

question, having nothing to do with intrinsic or extrinsic

denomination as such but rather with inequality on the part

of t:lJe significa-tion of Jehe common name 0

When thing.s a.re named purely equivocally ·they

have a common name f b1..rt that is all they have in common r

for as soon as we go beyond the name to the notions

signified by it there is total diversity. In the case of

things n.amed analogically on the 0'tl1er hand, -there is not

total diversi·ty for such a name involves an order am.ong

-the no-tions signi fied. There is di versi ty because the name

signifies different proportions (or relations or references)

and there is unity because the propoJ::-tions or relations

are to SOHle one ·thing. Mclner:D.y vJishes -to emphasize, of

course r that the quest.ion of analogy does not arise in

discussing things as they exist but only insofar as

tb.ey are knovm. and named: just as uni vaci ty and equi vocation

are clearly logical matters, so too with analogy. NoW, when

it is claimed that in the case of the analogous name,

the multiple signification of such a name can be reduced to

a certain unity, does this mean that we are reducing analogy
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·to un.i voci ty'? ThE') anS,/ler is nO i for \vhen ·t.hings are'

named univocally the common name imposed On them signifies

the name ratio (notion) in each case. Here the common

name is said properly i? e. according' t.O i·ts ratio propr~~

of each of the things of which it is predicated. Things

narned univocally may be said to participate equally in the.

no·tion signi.fied by i:he common name; for example r "animal H

signifies a living sentient being and all animalS, 'dogs,

lions, men etc. realize this notion equally i.e. they

. 4 .
a.re all equally alumals. v·Yhere there 1.8 uni voci ty the

common name is predicat:ed prope:rly of all the things to

which it is applied. ('1'his makes~1cJnerny 'very suspicious

of Cajetan's formulation of analogy of proper proportionality

where it seems it. is just this that Cajetan has in mind, bll-r'

if such is the case and in this kind of analogy as

distinct from attribution -- the analogous name is

predicated properly of each of the analogates, What is to

dis·tinguish such a name from a univocal name?) Where t.h.ing[.;

are named analogically ·the notion signified by the name

cannot be said to be shared equally by all the things which

receive the name. Only one of the analogates is signified

4 But see p. 'S7! foo·cno·te no? 13 ..
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are signified imperfectly

insofar as they refer in

som(~ way to wha-t is perfectly s5 qni fied. Thus there is an

order in the mul-tiple si gni fication of the analogous name.

This throws ligh-t on -the s-tipulation tll_a:t t_he one -to which

the secondary analogates refer i.s "one no-t merely in- concep-t

but numerically."

By -this we are to unders-tanci t.hi'~-t among things

named analogically one of the things is primarily signified

by -the analogous name (and -this thihg thaJc is signified

is the prime analogate) and the others are signified

insofar as they refer to- this one thing. To cite once again

the "healthy" example f wha-t is primarily signified by

the term "heaH:1l.y II is the animal I'7hic11 possesses heal-th;

the animal is the prime analogate because the primary

meaning of Ilheal thy" (tha-t is r -the Eatio propria of the

term) is "possessing- heal-th II and only the animal, properly

speaklng, actually possesses health and hot medicine or

urim EtC._ which because of their relation to -the health

of the animal are also called hcalH1Y r bu-t in a secondary

sense. These secondary analogates then are called healthy

because of -their relat:ion to the primary analogate, which

is nurr~rically distinct from them and the unity of the

analoqous name is based on this rela:tion. The unity of

the univocal hame, on the_ other I-land, is solely due to

reason ,- When 0_ man and a horse are both described as

animals f wha..t is properly signified by the term ';animal"
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is no·t something numerically distinct frorn the man and

the horse; bo·th t:hc:: man and -the horse are anirnals in

the proper sense of the term and we will not find something

primarilY signified by "animal" \~7hich is numerically distinct

from the man or the horse in the way in which a healthy

animal is numerically distinct from heal·thy medicine and

healthy ud_ne. The no·tion of animal as somet.hing distinc-t

from men an.d horses and other animals is some-thing the

mind abstracts from particular animals, but what is contained

in such a notion is not something really distinct from

particular animals. It is in this sense that the unity of

a univocal name such as "animal" is said to be due 'to

reason alone, i.e. iJc is a conceptnal not a numerical uni·ty.

Vvhere things are nam2d analogically r then, the

one which is principally signified is not an aspect of the

secondary analogates separable from them only by the operation

of reason. 'Ihis is so because only one of -the things named

sa.ves the £~l"tLC2. pr'?.priaj' i:l13 nanK,; bein.g gi ven to the ot.he:cs

precisely because of their relation to this primary

analogate (thus, of cours8, necesitating that the

definition of the name when applied to the secondary

analogates involves a reference to the primary analogate).5

----,----,------
5 See above p. 28 and p. 48.
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Tha·t the analog-aus name signifi':Js on.s thing primarily

is shov.,rn by the fac·t ·that if the name is used simply r it

will then be taken to signi fy tha:l: ·[:hin9. Wha·t is named

principally by the analogous name is that which perfectly

saves the ra·tio J2ropri~ of the nams r whereas ·tlle secondary

analoga·tes do Jchis only imperfectly thai: is, wiJch reference

to 'V,7ha.-t saVl::;S it porfec·tly. There is no question of such

an inequality among things named univocally. That is

why v,'e mus'!:: never confuse the ra·ti.~ .communis of an analogous

name "vi th -che ratio communis of a uni vocal name. It is

the inequality among things as named by it which makes the'

analogous name analogous; only one thing is named principally

and properly, the others by reference to this one thing.

As such analogy does not entail any determinate ontological

conditions, such as the condition that the primary

analogate formally and intrinsically possess the property

signified by the analogous name. Indeed, this is sometimes

the case, as in the "heal-thy" example, as i·t is also

sometimes the case that bo·th analog-ates are intrinsically

denomina·ted as in the substan.ce--accident: example. It can

also happen:· though that Jchare is an ana10g-y where none

of ·the analogai:es are ini.:rinsically denomina·ted (a

situation which Cajetan's classification would not seem to

recog'nize) as when ':le say U'Jac an angel on some other

imma'cerial being or force is in place. Properly speaking,

of course, only hodies or material objects or forces can be
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said to be in place although by analogy this can be said

of the immaterial. The point is tha-t in this example both

the primary and secondary analogates are extrinsically

denomina-ted (for Bto be in place" whether said of -the materic\l

in the immaterial _.- is an ex"trinsic denorninettion on

Cajetan's own admission).

We have -then, briefly indicat_ed McJnerny's alternative

to Cajetan's understanding of analogy. However, it will

be necessary to examine in greater detail certain aspects

of this theory to see if it offers us a more adequate

understanding of analogy itself than does Cajetan's

approach, whether it can meet the objections of its

opponents and whether it offers uS an acceptable interpretation

of Aquinas. First of all we shall focus our attention on

the important matter of -the ra-tio com.ll1UT"!:..~.

and

the Ratio Communis of Analoaous Names_____::L , _

be cla.rified for they hold the key to an adequate understand-

ing· of analogy. Bu-t in order -to do this we mus-t see ho",,1
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terms come to signify things and the ways in which they can

signify things, and this involves a discussion of the res

sigrd·:.:0·caJca -- modus sionificanc)i (thing signified --

mode of signification) distinction. We have already

men·tionecJ. ·that for Aquinas words or names (written or spoken)

only signify extramental things or properties of things

via concepts or ideas and in order ·to understand this dictuTfl

we have only to consider tha·t words or names are not natural

properi:ies of things -- a name is only given to some·thing

insofar as the mind has formed a concept of that thing and

so What the name directly signifies is not the thing itself

but thaJc thing insofar as it is known ·to us f tha-t is, all

our "vords or names directly sign.ify our concepts of things,

only indirectly the things thernsel ves. Hence the insistence

that we name things as we know t:hem. Furthermore, vl1ha-t is

most easily and first known by uS is not necessarily What

is most fundamental and II first II in reali t.y.

is most easily kno"idn by US is always ·tha·t which we

apprehend directly in sense experience i al·thoug-rl ·the object

of understanding, the intelligible, is to be distinguished

from the object of sense, the sensibl~, nonetheless the

intellect can only grasp the intelligible in and through the

sensible (hence -the necessity -to use concrete examples,

diagrams and illustration.s vJhen t.rying- to convey an idea).

From this i·t f0110'\'vs tha·t even 'Vlhen we are t_hinking about

something which is in no way sensible or material
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erlal object wiJ.l necessarily be

dra\<ln from our underst; ,U.. ng of material objects, and ·to that

exten't, of course, will inevitablY be imperfect. Now, names

signify ,things as they are knO\·ln. and not imrnedia·tely as they

exist, and in material things, which ar~ as it were, the

natural object of our knowledge, a distinction can be

made between a property and the one which has the property,

and because. this is the case one and the same property or

form can be signified either abstractly (considered as it

is in itself) or concre'tely (cons,idered as i"c subsis·ts or

exists in a subject). 'This gives rise to a division in

modes of significa·tion. 'I'o use a COffiJ.llOn example, "humanity"

signifies human naJcure abstrac'tly, no'!: as something which

subsisJcs but as that by which a man is a man, whereas "man II

signifies the same human nature concrecely, as that Ivhich

has ·the humanit.y, a subsistent bein.g -to be encount:ered i.n

the existent world. '1'his example of different modes of

signifying the same thing' is of par"cicular in'terest vlhen

we turn our atten·tion to lang'uage about God.• All ,the 'terms

of human language which signifY properties or sets of

properties ei'" r signify the:3'= properties abs,trac·tly

(humani ty, gc . ""' S Tt 7hl' "-en'" C' ,-. e"-~' ) or:..?_ I' \~- c.. J._L.u.::> . (..1..... c. _ concretely (man, good,

v.,7hite etc,) J when they signify them concretely they

signify t:hem as inherhl<J in or su.bsis,ting in a subject.

But neither mode of f,;igni fica'b,on is really applicable 'i"hen

we predicate na.mes of God. fro say ,that "God is goodness l\
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does no·t seem to make rnucJ.1 ",e:l1,58/, for we do not mean ·to

say that God is good in the abstract, a sort of Platonic

form pertaining to the realm of essence and not to the

realm of being! and i·t seems equally lJ.nsatis facJcory to say

tha·t "God is good", for here "good" signi fies a property

subsistin.g in a subjec·t! whereas in God there is no

COlJlposi·tion, no distinction betv'leen subject. and properties

(a conclusion \vhich direct:Ly fo1lovls frorn t.he de fini ·tion

of God as Pure Ac·t, since, accol"ding- to Aquinas, whaJcever

admits of division in any way to that extent admits of

po·tency) , However our concenn here is with the fact that

the same property can be signified in different ways and

it is suggested that herein lies the clue to the under-

standing of the nature of analogy. Let US look again at the

complexity of meaning in a ·term such as Hhealthy". In

each ins·tance of its use the sarno propert.y (hea.lth) is

signified but ·the way in which this property is signified

differs in each case. For example, "healU1.y II may

si<.?Jnify a subject of heal·th, a cause of health or a sign of

health. For this reason "healt:hy" is not a univocal term.

If i·t \\78re a univocal term i·t "'lQuld signify the same

property in ·the same \\Jay in. every instance of i·ts use

where uni vocal ·terms are concerned we d.o not have dif:l:'eren·t

modes of significat.:i.. on. We are now in a posi ·tion to

explain a little more precisely the distinctions between the

corrrmuni.s of analogous terms.
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In analogo'us naming 'V'Jhere you have the same name or 'tenn

signifying in different ways a property or set of

signif:i'"ing vlill be primary and en'ceJ:- into an explanation

of t,he o,ther ways of signif:'ling the res_. In -the flhe al thy fI

example -the primary meaning of the term is lI subject of

heal'th Ii; this is ,the primary Inode of signification and the

other meanings of the term will all have a reference to

this primary meaning i "heal,thy 11 as sig'ni fying cause of

heal'th signifies somet.hing as cause of heal'th in a

heal'thy subject, lihealJcby" as signifying sig'n of beal'th

signifies something as sigr:r. of health, in a healJchy subject.

The rat_!:..<.?~ prop];)_~ of a term, t.hen , is its primary meaning

and this primary meaning will enter into an explanation of

any of the secondary meaning's of the -term. In the case

of the univocal name -there is no such distinction be-tvleen

the primary and secondary meanings of the name. The ratio

But wfJ.a-t about the Eat:i,~ ~_~2!.~unis of analogous names? If

analogous terrns had no rat.:.i.:..C2. c?~l~l1ur~isy no cornmon element, of

meaning r t,hey would simply be equi voci'"l. But there is a

!~tio ~.:?-~llT\Unj:~_ precisely because t,he secondary meanings

of an an,alogous name all have a reference to the primary

meaning. Since this is the case there will always be

priority and posteriority where the signification of an

analogou~:,:; name is concernec'.l. ~~ere will be no such
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inequality in the significa.-tion. of -the unhrocal name.

Hence the 'darning never to confuse the ratio communis of

the analogous name with the:; ratio communis of the univocal

name.

Not everyone, however I' finds tIl_is understanding of

analogy satisfactory. For ins-t,:'.I.nce Dr. John E. Thomas

claims -that "far from el ucida-ting the rEt-tio communis

of the analogous name, ~'1clnerny's presenta-tion either leaves

US with the problem unsolved, Le. with vague -talk of

'unity of order, ~ecundum. prius et posterius' and 'extension

of meaning' or else leads US -to a fresh crop of difficulties

arisL out of -tj~le claim tha-t I an.alogy is analogous'. ,,6

Brie:i ummarized, his misgivings amounJc to -this: gi ","en

common core of meaning be sped. fied without an ultimate

reduction of analogy to uni vocity? (It is interesU.nCj -l:hat

Dr. Thomas considersl~Inerny's use of the "healthy" example

"could be misleading since it sets the readers mind -thinking

about analogy of at-tribu-tion which is based on uni voci i:y" --

presumably because it signifies different relations to what

is signi fied by the univocal term "heal-th ", but more abou-t

6J'ohn E. Thornas, l:~,nalogy and the Meaninq of Reli<Jious
Ut te r ('mce s (as unp ub 1 i she d-cf6~~~t:,oI'a 1 di s s"e-rta-cion-s lib-mrt: -tecr-_··
toOt_he Department of PJ.-lilosophy in the Graduat.e School of
Arts '1no. Sciences of Duke Uni-ilersi-ty, 1964), p. 125.
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If one tries to avoid postulating any

identi °cx of meanin~:r among the di ffE~ren·t significa·tions of the

analogous name _ ..- a.nd Dr. Thom.a:s obviously feels that

wherever one finds any idl:::nti ty of meaning' uni vocity is

unavoidable 7 -- one could fall back on the claim 'cha'c the

several meanings of an analogous term are not identical in

any respec'c but sirnply analogo'LlE; v.Thich Dr. Thomas sees

as implied by the dicturH "analogy is analogous". But

when he analyses this dictum he finds that, so interpreted,

it gives rise to an infinite
9

regress. One can en·tirely

71',n example used by Dr. Tb.omas to illus'crate ·this
difficulty is ·the descJ::"ipt.ion of communism as a religion.
Obviously ·the term "religion II is gi ven a new signification
when usec3. i.n this Hay r yet i·t is not being employed in an
altogether novel sense. 'I'bus ii: seems 1:0 function as an
analogous ·term. In. answer to th.e ques·tion rr Is communism a
religion? II Dr. Thomas points ou·t l 1I an affirmative answer
involves citing certain similarit.ies betvleen the ·two and.
t11ese can be found; cornmunism resembles religion in exhibi·ting
certain qualities of devoocion r fanatical zeal r loyalty r the
submergence of the self in a cornmon cause r missionary zeal
and so 0D. SO far so good. But the. . question .
vlould now be: I Are the terms ! fan('rtical zeal! and I s1.J.brncrgcrence
of the self l (to pick a couple of terms at random) univocal,
equivocal or analogical?!"

Of oou:[se 'dhichever alternative one picks ioc seems
one will be in cJ.ifficul·ty. The terms signifying the common
elemen.ts of meaning- can hardly be equivocal, Ye·t if ·they are
uni vocal t.llen the analogical t.erm "religion II can be reduced
to a set of univocal terms. If they are said to be analogical
still another difficulty arises.

8'1"vlO very inb3resLing a-rt.icles on t:his particular puzzle
are J'. :c. ~[1homas! "On ·the rieaI'd-nSf of I aYlalo~1Y is anClJ.ogicall!l r

Laval 'l'hc,).o10gique e'c Philosophigue r XXII (1966) r po:. 74:-79 and
Rafph rv.fcfne·nlY}3':--iTI Ar:2116-gy , ~{s-ar~':;Togous ", Lava~ Theologique
e·t !?hil~soE~~~.SI2:::'':J XXII (1966) p, 80-88,
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agree with him t:ha-t '\I111e1.'e analo(~:;()uS terms are concerned "the

extension of meaning and the p'roblE~m of t.he ra·tio communis_

s·tand or fall toge·ther" and in questioning whether iden-ti ty

of meaning (providing t.he basis for univocal predica·tion)

ca.n ultimately be a.voided among the different significations

of the analogous name he cer-ta.inly brings us to the hearJc of

tl1e problem. But let us examine the following passages

"The a.nalogous ni:une is firs'!: of all
univocal, having like any name its ratio
propria. So long as t:he proper no·twrl:i"s
all-It-has r it can only be used
metaphorically of things which do not
save the proper notion. It is only when
its signification is extended, when it
receives a ra-l:io communis! t.hat it becomes
analoqous. For exaJTl}ire-;-llhea1·thy II firs·t
of all signifies What has a proper proportion
amon.g i ·ts h urr.ors I' and only animals save
this notion; anything else is called
healthy metaphorically. However f when
usage sanc·tion_s tIle ex·tension of rneaning
of the term, urin~ food and medicine can
be called healthy properly, if less so than
animal. ':L'he ex·tension of meaning 1:lhereby
a univocal term becomes analoqous does not.
eradicate its ratio propria, however; as
we have seen i ts extel1-cfe7f meanings in'ilOlve §
refel-ence to IAihat: sav'es its ra.!i.?_ pr9..Eri~.. "

"Does a ra-tio communis ent.ail uni vocit.y?
Does t.11e comm-on no-:::io11 I principle of
manifestation ' make ilight 1 univocally
common to spiritual and corporeal things?

--------- -------_._-- ---- -----------
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vvell, does the ratio commun.is entis make
I being l univocally-'C01TlIl10i1-:to--s ubs "t.ance
and acciden·t '? Caje·tan has re ferred US to
the de fini tion of uni vocal ·terms. 'fhings
are named uni vocally which b.ave a cornmon
name signifying exact.ly the same' notion
as said of each of them. It is true that
both 'the uni vocal and the analogous
narn.e have a J::atio communis i ·the difference
lies in the way the no"tion is common,
The analogous name ha.s a proper notion as
well as a common notion which is why, if
the meaning of the name is sought, the answer
will most likely be the proper notion.
Horeover r if the v70rd is used r it is going "to
be taken to mean only the proper notion
unless some indication to the con·trary is given.
In the univocal name there is no Such
dis"tine-tion between a proper ano common notion:
the two are identical because it is not
predicated per pri US et pos·teri us. That is
why the proper notion~[s - s aid "to be saved by
each of the t:hings of '!7hich the univocal name
is said. HOI-leVer although ·the analo~fouS name
has a common as 'well as a proper notion, Jehe
laJeb:fr is saved in only one of the things of
which "the nal"ne is said. '1'he other things save
the ratio communis in Such a way that When we
expla.:G1-wh;i"F-·tll-e-·Term means, the proper
notion enters into Ul.eir notion. Thus the
proper no"tion is Ii·that which bas health Ii and
this is veri fied only in the animal. When urine
is called healt.hy I' it is denomin2l:ted from
health, not directly but with reference to the
animal. This is what is meant when it is said
"that the analogous name is divided by l61i verse
modes and not. by fonn.al differences."

The firsJe passe".': /:ih;d indicates how a name that

is originallY univocal (and every name is originally univocal)

comes to be analogous. Its original meaning (-the ratio

-----~---~--.._----
I II

'-I Ib l'_d_-. ' 1 c: () 1 r:' -p . .L...'\.. --J.Z).L

---------
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propria) is extended throug-h ~.::!-.SJ~e._ so tha.t it comes ·to

have in addition to this oriqinal meaning other related

meanings. v~here usage has no·t sanc'cioned this extension

of meaning r the name can only be us(~d me·taphorically of

things which do not save ,the ra.·tio propria. (In the case

of the equivocal name, the sa,me name, through usage, is given

t,\\'O or more unrela:ted meaning's. Here, there is no question

of analogy.) Of course; a difficul'ty immediately springs

to mind -- is it really the case that with every analogous

name, the original meaning of ,the name is always its ra'tio

propria (as I'-1clnernl seems to accep't)? The answer is; surely,

not neces:3C:i.rily. The extended meaning of a term which is

originallY uni vocal may in time become t~he ra'tio propria

of the term and in that case, the original meaning of the

term might only be intelligible when explained in terms of

the deri ved (and now s·tandard) mealung. I,t is very often

the case of course, that the original meaning of a term has

faded completel}" :i,n'to the backg-round and ceases to bear any

relation to 'I:he meaning of Jche 'tenn as now u[;~ed.f but, ;:his

simply mea,noS that the term ha.s ceased to be analogous and i.s

. 1 11nOl;I equJ. voca . It is i.mportan't to remerrJ:>er that names

only acquire their meanings throug·J.1 usage and ,thu,s names

which \vere once analogical become equivocal, as soon as ,the

IIp k t' 1 1 11 d' ':['hor some rema~"s on ~]e proD, em see 'on 1n, " e
Principle of Analogy in Protestant and Cathol~:...s:_'rheologY:"
p. 5 ~i-:::5'r::- ,.- '---- - ---'---.---.--_. --
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analogical name ceases to have one primary meaning which

enters into the explanation of the other meanings. Language

is not something static. Today, especially with the

growth of the particular sciences, words are often employed

in quite different senses to those which they had a short

while before, and the constant (and often subtle) shifts

of meaning do not permit us in many cases to specify with

precision whether a word is analogous or simply equivocal

(again, the same word as used by one group of people may

be equivocal, as used by another it may be analogous.)

But this should not deter us from deciding what we mean by

"equivocal" and "analogous" and from examining certain

words that interest US to determine into which category

these words do in fact fall.

It is interesting in the respect to examine McInerny's

exposition of what St. Thomas means by "analogy" and more

particularly by the dictum that "'analogy' is analogous"

(especially since we have mentioned Dr. Thomas' difficulty

with this dictum). The Latin word "proportio" is a

synonym for "analogy" and its original meaning (and ratio

propria) is "a determinate relation between quantities". Its
•

meaning is then extended to signifY "any relation between

things", of which the relat.ion between God and creature is

one example and of which "the relation between several

meanings of a common term where all the meanings are ways of
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signifying the same res significata and one way of signifying

the res is priveleged because it. enters into the explication

of the others,,12 is another example. The term "analogy" then,

is analogous because it itself has a number of ,different mean-

ings, one of which is pri velelged ("a determinate relation

between quantities") and enters i~to an explanation of the

other meanings. (This involves maintaining, of course,

that the rule which applies to terms other than "analogy",

in virtue of, which they are all analogous, also applies to

the terms "analogy" itself.) However, one might raise a

number of objections here. One might, for instance, question

whether the ratio propria of the English term "analogy"

is, in fact, "a determinate relation between quantities"

for, unlike the medievals, we do not usually think of "analogy"

as synonymous with "proportion". But since Aquinas was

certainly not faced with this difficulty, let us leave it

for a more serious and fundamental objection that could be

made, an objection concerning the ratio conununis. In the

example of "analogy" the ratio communis is seen to be "any

relation between things". This is the common core of meaning

12 "IA 1 IHcJ,"J)erny 1 no. ogy
et Philosophique ,- p. 88.

is analogous", Laval Theologique
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to be found among- the different meanin.gs of ·the ·term "ana109Y" f

but if "analogy", in all its different uses, means "any

relat:ion between things II surely this implies ·tha·t i·t is,

in fact ei-ther a univocal terrn or at least ultirna-tely

definable j n univocal terms, Does i·t not. seem, ·then, ·tha-t

ultimately the ra-tio comn~~!:is of analogous naI11.eS gives

rise to uni vocity? McInerny's reply Jeo ·this question has

been ci·ted on p, 82. This reply cannot, unfortunately,

satis fy Dr. '.l'homas bec~a.use he seems to think tha-t if we

are to avoid reducing ano.l09-y t.o univoci-ty, we must be able

ever usinSJ uni vocal terms in our explana·tion p and this seems,

in practice and in principle, impossible.1 3 Cajetan, when

discussing the abstraction of the analogous concept in

analogy of attribrrtion also displays a similar

malaise:

"For it is no·t -true that healthy signi fies
what I call 'pertaining or related in
some way to health'. First of all
because if this were t:he case, ·the name lheal-tlly'
would really be univocal with respect to urine,
animal, etc., as is evident from the
definition of univocal terms. Secondly,
because it i~\ against -the in-tention of

-----_._---

131t should be noted t:ha't Dr. Thomas hirnself is noJc
averse to admitting tha-t analogous terms have a common
uni vocal core of me aning. v,JhaJc he correci:ly poin-ts ou-t is
that where religious language l.s concE,rned, this has implications ,\~Thich

Sorne Scholastics (includinq hquinas) could not accep·t
since they conJcend tha:t not:hing can be s a.id uni vocally of
God and creature.
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those who call trine or a diRt healthy.
I~ anyone inquires whatrrine is insofar
as it is healthy, the answer is not
"somethinq havinq a relation to health",
but everyone speci fies 'I:h.e relat.ionship
and says "a sign of health'. Lilccvlise,
the answer with respect to a diet is
tha't it is preserva'l:ive of heal,th, etc.
Thirdly, because i,t is con'trary to all
philosophers and logicians, at lef~t

those I have consul:ted -tJ:l us far rr .

In one way he wants to reject analogy of attribution

in favour of analogy of proper proportionality (-the rr'truer"

kind of analogy), but in another way he wants to maintain

tha'/: '.1-lL. really is a type of analogy (even if an imperfect

type) and to do this he i.-:hinks 1J.e must deny tha'/: "hea]:thy II

has a rat:io comnnmis (Hpertaining or relaJced in some 'i,.vay

NovY, if the ratio ~2~TurrtUni~ were all Jchat was

signified by "healthy II and if t:his na.me had no rati..£ propria_,

then, indeed, it would be univocal, but 1:he fact. that, one

of its meanings is pri vile~red and enJcers into an explana'tion

of the others, causes it to be not an univocal but an

analogical name. Of course, if you simply consider t.he ratio

~_ommun.is. of the name, then, l.md(~r t.his aspect it is an

uni vocal name r but as Cajetan seems to be pointing O'lrt in the

above passage t:he ~a·tio communis certainly does no'/: exhaus·t

the meaning of the analogous narn8 ~ indeed, i"c is only an

aspec't of the name I s meaning .

._-_ ..-_._-----

vJhat: particularly bothers

l4 C . Tl A 1 o.r.: NaJetan, . 1e no. 09-Y _J, :...9mes,
fifty-two, p. 40.

Chapter five, paragraph
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Dr. Thomas is the problem which arises "'l11en v1e consider names

predicated of God, for here many theists will maintain that

no·thing can be said uni vocally of God and crea·tures. For

example, if "wise II i.s predica·ted of God and John Brovl11 and

the ratio communis of the ·term is specified, it mus·t be

specified in either univocal or analogous terms. Bu'!: it

cannot be expressed in un.ivocal ·terms because nothing is

ooivocally common 'co God and crea·cures. If it is expressed

in analogous terms, ·then the Ta'[:i£ comr~.unis of ·these terms

must be specified ir1 univocal or analogous terms and so on,

ad infinitum, Is ·there any escape from i::his dilemma?

Both Aquinas andMclnerny see the difficulty and ·the la·tter

remarks that f! In any absolute reducJcion of names, S·t. 'I'homas

suggests, we are going i:o ge·t back to lbe:i.nq' v1hich is

analog'lcally COHUTlOl1. ,,15 P,.l·thouSjh in the case of creatures I

"i·t is always possible to have a name which is uni vocally

common to them, if only in ·tenus of a logical genus ", such

all. ul·timat.e reduction t.o uni 'loci ty is impossible where

names predicai:ed of God are concerned, for when we come dovm

to the most comprehensi. ve name of all, libeing", this cannot

be. predicated unblocalJ.y of God ancl creatures, for '11hen

predica·ted of God., we :h.ave to deny the mode of signifi.cation

this term has when predicated of creatures, for in God being
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and essence are one, as can never be the case where creatures

are concerned. Indeed, this is true of any name predicated

analogically of God; the mode of signification attaching to

the name as it is used in ordinary langu.age must be denied

when the same name is used in reliS:Jious language. '1'he term

as used in ordinary language will be univocal; it vli!:L

signify a definite property in a definite way. As used in

religious language, it will signify the same property, but

in an altogether different way. l'he ra-tio communis of the

name will be expressible in univocal terms, but -this does
-

no·t destroy t:he fa.c-t tha·t the a):")_a10gous narne as predica:ted

of God can only be predicated of him by denying the modus

significandi attaching to the name a.s i-t is predicated of

creatures. In a sense, this is true of every analogous

name ._- as predicated of the primary analoga-te it signifies

a certain property in a certain wa.y, as predicated of the

secondary analogaJces t_he same name signifies the same property

in different ways. 'llh.is is the foundation of the cornplexi ty

of meaning in the analogous name. That the ratio communis

is expressible in univocal -term.s does not destroy analogy

precisel:y because the narne has Cl. privi 1eged meaning which

en-ters in-to an exp1anai::ion of tIle other meanings. l,ye re

this not: t:he case the analogous term would indeed be l.mi"'i,Tocal.
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We have examined in some de·tail I1cInerny I s concept

of analogy. In anS\iver to the qm;stion "how many kinds of

analogous names are there? II he :i:'eplies thaJc there are only

two possible log-ical divisions of analogous naming

?_nd these are respectively the "one to another" and the

"many Jeo one" divisions.

"It can happen ·that wha·t a name prope r1y
signi fies is not one of the t:hings \~)hich

are said to be named analoqica11y. For
example, i:E rrine and food are saj.d to be
healthy f ·they receive the common name
because of their reference to a third
thing, to ·that which "healthy"
signifies per prius and most properJ.y.
So too,. qualT-tyand rela.'tion are named
being because of their proportions to what
that term signifies per prius and most
properly, nam(,; ly, SUDS Fance, This type
of analogy is called that of several to one
(multorurn ad unurn). Sorne·times r on the
-r:;-------- . - -.--- . .ot.ler hand r t'i'lO ·th1ngs rece~Lve a common

name because one has a proportion to
the oJcher. For exarrtple, V\7rwn food and
animal are said to be healthy, this is
because food has a proportion to the
health of the animal. Animal, of course
is not called healthy with reference to
some other thing. So too ·then subs·t.ance and
quantity are named being; quantity has a
proportion t.o s u]:)s-tance '. This type of
analo<:.-TY,is .call?d that: of HpP-, thing to
ano ther \ UhlUS ad 0.1 terum) .

16 Ib i d r p. 81.
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This, of course, is a denial of the Cajetanian

di vision of analogous names where intriru"3ic and eXl':rinsic

denomina-tion hav'e an import.ant role to play. But what. migh-t

seem more puzzling is how IYIcJn2rny can reconcile his inter-

pretation of analogy with such texts of Aquinas as De

Veri.t~!:~ 2, 11, C0In!::i2.en"cary ~~ !he_ Sentences r 19, 5, 2 r

ad 1 and Cornmen-cary ~!2. the E-cEi~"':~_f 1, 7, 95. 17 In all

of these texts -there seems to be a solid foundation for

makinq a cle2l.r dist.inc-tion be-tween at least two basic

categories of analogy, namely r analog-y of proportion and

analogy of proportionality. 'The fact that .i\quinas ceases

to distinguish between proportion and proportionality in

t.he later works would seem to in~icate that he has changed

his rnind bu.-t wha-t J:-lcJllerny 'dishes to arq-1.'.c; is that his

(McIne':(riy:'s.) interpretation is equally valid when we consider

the earlier texts as when we consider the later ones.

In ot:ll.er words r he would have US believe -that Aquinas did

not change his mind and that his doctrine of analogy is

perfectly consisten-t -througlJ01XC. Vile do no-t intend to se"c

out_ Hcli1erny I s extremely detailed_ and interesting- analyses of

tbese texts which appear to support Cajetan! s int.:erpre"ca-tion

17See above l? 1 7-18 for De Veritate 2. 14 text .and p. 34
35 ff. for Commenblry on t_lle Sen-Lerlces 19 r 5 r 2 ad 1.
Soe- rIlle I og_:L'--C-o.c--i\:;--J-a--lOg'\7.- "'-'..1 --9 K:::~ci"r:;--fo:-"-';;:--'c'-l"le- Commel"'t -, -.--u 011 i_-_he

\..... - _.I _ J_ J:"l._, .' _ ~.' ). II' _~,.I ....J •. ..L.. .... '.~. ..l J. a . .1__'1. .J.

Ethics 1-,--,;-r;---9S---t.e-)ct-and tkInernyls commen-ca'ry·-.-rn.de-ecC-
Cl1-apter six of Mc'Inerny·book is devob:-,d to a -thoroug'h
analysis of these and other texts.
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JJ ' hI' 18 btl ' 1 1 h dlrac~er ~ an ~lS own, U e~ US see lOW ne an es one

such text, De Veri·ta·te 2. 11 t.ext which. we have already

had reason to discuss. In this text Aquinas asks

whether "kno'i,-rledg'e Ii (or "science Ii) is prec1ica·ted univocally

of god and crea:tures. He concludes that this cannot be the

case; ra·ther the term "knovnedge II as predicated of God is

predicated of him analogically, that is, according to a

proport.ion, He then goes on i:o suggest that agreement

according to proportion can be of ·t'l'10 kinds; ·there may be a

certain agreement between things having a proportion to each

other because they have a determinate distance between them

or t.hey may be a li.keness of ti,lO proportions and, here, there

is no determinate dis·tance bei:w(::;en the thi.ngs so named, The

latter is the case when "knowledge II is predicated of God.

~kIn.erny comments:

"In the Summa 'l'heologiae, St:. Thomas spoke of
names commonto God anCJ'-creature in
terms of a proportion of one to another.
Is he denying this in the text before us?
'I'his conclusion has sometimes been dra.liJn
and i·t leads in turn to a stranqe issue,
~'Je miqllt be told in the present. case r for
example f ·that the analog'ous 'ivord
'science' means that las our science is to our
intellect, so is God's to his', To this may
be added ,f. _.~ only propor·tionally frO. curious

l8Almost one quarter of The Logic of Analogy is
taken up wi t:h ·the ~C?J.ll.n~en~l:arY on the §ent.eEce·s text-atone!
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addendum to the stat_ement of the sirai lari t:'l
of proportions. Now this does not seem to
be a particularly enli~1tening statement,
anymoil.::-e than I as sigh·t is ·to ·the eye 1 so
is unders·tanding to the mind i seems to
say what -I.:,he conU110n vlord 'sighJc I means.
~1at is lost sight of when such state
ments are taken to give the meanings of
analogous names is thaJc one proportion
is the means of kno1virHj and naming the
other. God's knOWledge is known and named
from ours, just as, when we speak of
understandi.ng as seeing, we are moving
from something obvious ·to somet.hing less
so, a movement wb,ich should be revealed in ·the
notions signified by the common name. In
other words where there is a similarity of
proportions t one is very often ,the per prius
wi th r 19pect to the significa·tion of-a common
name. II·

In another coni:.:

proportions, as we havl

we are told, IIrl'he similari·ty of

'n and wi 11 see again, does no·t

i.nvolve another doctrin( ,E the anology of names: if I good'

means one t,hing with re ference to sense, a.nd ano·ther with

reference to mind, and these rneanjngs are not wholly diverse.

] . b . . ,.20 F Itl.ey vall e rela·t.ed per pr:L ~.:::.. Eyt pos:ten. us.. ' ;' urtl.ermore

and this seems to be a cru.cial point: -- "it is only when

(the) community of the name is set aside ·that the question

of simi1ari·ty of propor-tions, of similar proporJcions to

differc~n·t sulJjects, comes int.o the pic·ture. ,,21 So what

19 Ibid , p.

20 'Cb' d. l , p.

21 J'b" • ~
....:.~, p.

84-85.

95.

95 .
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McInerr!iis arguing is "chat eve.n where the so--called analogy

of proper pro~ortionality is concerned, the analogous name

has first of all a ra-tio propria * 'c.hen its meaning is extended,

and t:his new meaning of -the i.:e:rrn '/lill involve a reference

to the original meaning (the Ea'l:jo_ propria) of -the -term.

Every instance of analogous naming involves the reference

or proportion of the secondary meanings of the term to the

prima:r.y meaning. Thus every analogy is an analogy of

proportion in !~.~_s_ sense. I~e are reminded tha-t '2malogy" or

IIproportion" (it.s synonym) is an analogous name itself. l\1hen

A.quinas in -the De Veritat.e dis,ting-uishes be-t"veen "proportion"

and "proportionality ", he means us to understand by proportion

lI a determina-te rela-tion bet\i\7een Jchings" (which of course r is

only one meaning of "propo:ction"). In this sense -there is

no analogy based on 'chis kind of proportion be-t'i,\7een God and

creature -- for there is no de.terminate relatioti between God

and creai.:ure -- and, as an alt:ernati ve, he offers us the

proportionalit.y schema .. But we are reminded by Me In "rny -that

"proporJcionali-ty II is ano-ther meaning of· Ilproport.ion If.

The rat.io. ~?mmur!:.~ of "proportion I: is "any rela-tion bet.ween

things Ii of which propor-tionaLi..-ty i:3 one in,s-tanee and

proportioll in -the narrO'tl s~~nse· of Il any de-te]~E1J::.~1at.~_ re la-I:ion

between things II is ano-ther. Clearly there is no eontradict:ion

in denying a proportion betvveen God and erea.-l:urGS in Hle

narroW sense and affirming a. proportion be-tween God and

creatures in the broad sense, Thus t.here is no need to see
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any cont:radiction betT;I!een ·the !Je Veri tat:e_ and the Sum.ma

Theo}.ogj:.9--e i at least insofar as ,the basic doc-trine and

d . ,. f th 1 f ' 'J 22J.VlSlon O' .e ana.ogy 0-- names J,S concerneCl,

Particularly valuable is McTnerny~ insistence that

knowledge by analogy (i, e. by proportionali·ty) is no't 'to

23be confused with the logical doc·trine of ,the analogy of names,

Given that two known ma'thematical quant.i·ties are relaJced 'to

each o,ther in a definite way and given t.hat a third known

quanti·ty is related to a fourth l.mknown quantity in the Salne

way, we can swiftly determine the value of the unknown. This,

of course, was the original application of the proportionality

schema, Indeed, the original meaning (and ra'tio Eropri~) of

the term "anal09"y Ii was "a de'terminate rela'tion between

quantities" , Proportionali·ty Was employed by Aristotle to

exernpli fy his idea of dist.ribtl'ti ve justice whereby each person

is to be rewarded according to his meri·ts, so that just as

I am to be rewarded in proportion to the extent that I have

merited i~ so you, too, are to be rewarded to the extent to

----_._---

22 It will be remembered t.hat Sylvester of Ferrara
attmnp'ted in a rather similar fashion ·toM.:Inerny to reduce
analogy of proper proportionality to an analogy of proportion.
However, Sylves'ter never really manages ·to break aWay froIH
the Cajetanian approach to analogy, and as we demonstrated
in Chap-tel.' ·tv·lO as long as one keeps v.Ti thin Cajetan I s frame
of ~ceferencer no 'such reconciliation of the t.wo divisions
of analogy is strictly satisfactory.

2 3 TO!? l' d, Ch t " tJ. ap'-er eJ.gn'-,
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We see here an extension of the

meaning of the "cerm "proportionality If beyond its original

and strictly mathematical usage, for we are no longer dealing

simply with the rela"cion between ma·thematical quanti ties ~

A further application of the proportionality schema is the

argument wherGby Aristotle concl udes -that there mus-t be a

subject of unqualified becor.aing r namely r prime matter.

Brie fly put the argument is tho:!: j us"c as acciden-tal change

is only in-telligible insofar as i-t takes place in a

subjec-t (a substance) so subst.antial change is only intelligible

insofar a,s it takes place in a subjec·t (prin1e mat-ter).

'I'his is hoW we ,come -to know tbe exist:encG of prime ma-t'ter

and we can express our knoWledge thus: as accident is to

substance f so is substan-tial form to prime mat·ter (recognizin,g I

of course i tha-t prime matter still remains r in a very rea_I

sense f an unknown for us). NoW it may happen tha-t \"ihen

we come to know x by analogy with Y r we start -to call x a y;

for example f wb.en we see that the relat:ion bet:itleen corporeal

sight. and the visible is sind. Iiii:' to the rela-cion be'tween

underst:anding and the in..telligible r l'le start talking of

understanding as seeing. In this case one might argue that

"sight" is an analogous "cerm, for as precUcated of the int.ellect:

it has an extended meaning r a. meaning- which must be explained

in terms of the ratio propria, \vhich is saved only in the

case of corporeal visi.on. There is f however f another element

invol vec1 for if usage had not sanction,ed this extension of

meaning on the part of the -term lI s ight II r it would not be an
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analogous term bu·t simply a metaphor (as some indeed might

claim i·t is), and as it turns out:, in most cases vJhere a

name is given to some'thing because it is known by analogy vli th

some'thing else in which the rati.£ propria is saved we [laVe

a case of metaphorical, and not of analogous, naming. For

example, when we talk of 000. being angry or of Christ as a

lion, tllis is metaphor and no't analogy. When we are an.gry

we pu:.'1ish ,those who thwart US and <300. is said to be angry

because we know tha"c he punishes those who thwart hirl1.. We

know that the lion is considered by many to be the noblest

and most impressive of beasts and we know that Christ v'las a

mos't noble and irnpressive man, therefore vle say tha·t he is

a lion. Metaphors are thus based on a similarity of

proportions thereby a name is 'trans ferred. But the key to

t,he di '\lide be'tween, analogy and me"caphor is to be found

in "che usage of the name. The ana10g'ous name is such that

usage has so sanctioned i,ts extension. of meaning tha·t all

those things to which it is applied fall under its signification,

although it must be remembered tha't only one of those things

saves ,the !at.io prop~ia, only one of "chern is signified

primarily and most properly by the name. Th us in the case

of the analoqous name F 'I.:11e various analogates are signified

by the name (although more or less properly) and all fall

under i"cs d::::motation r 24 "'Jhereas in the case of the metaphorical

24 In scholastic tenninoloSTY r the term "suppost.ion I!

is used and not the term II de n ot.a't::l.. on "; however, the 'two
t.erms are prac,tically synonymous c
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name, those things to \vhich -the name is metaphorically applied

do not fall under the signification of the name and are

not denoted by it. The problem wi-th the metaphorical name

is thaJc it has no ratio con'l:L1Unis lv-hereby there is an ex-l:ension

of the original meaning so that it now has a wider signification

than i-t did have and as a result now deno'tes objecJcs which

it did not denote before. Until this had been made clear our

account of analogy could not be complete f for i-t did not

enable us to distinguish precisely between analogy and metaphor.

We have seen then tha-t proporJcionali ty as such is

not cons-ti tub. ve of the analol;)·ous name. Names based on

knowledge by analogy (i.e. proportionality) may not be analagous

names at all. HclnenTy poini::s out -that "\fIhen St. Thomas speaks

of names applied ~1..~taphorically to God r he will say -tha-t

they are based on a proportionality, or on a similitudo

proportionalitatis. ll,s for names said properly of God r he

will say that they are based on a similitudo analogiae as

opposed to a §imilj:.!-udo proPC2rt,ioElali tatis. ,,25 We may

conclude that we are under no obligation to accept Cajetan's

notion of the key importance of "analogy of proper proportiona li-ty II f

still less are we obliged to consider this the only valid kind

of analogy vlhen we come -to consider -the names predicated of

25 lb' d__l __ r p. 144.
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God Rather we should regard knowledge in terms of

proportionali ty as a possible basis for analogous naming bu·t I

far more often I a} .is for the predica·tion of metaphorical

names. This undoub-tedly explains why Aquinas does no-t find

it necessary to even allude to proportionality in his

treatment of analogy in. the Summa Contra Gen-tiles and -the

Some Difficulties

"(:ve have seen McInernvfs claim tha-t the doctrine of. -'

analogy is a logical doctrine concerned with inequality

on Jehe part of the signification of the analogous n.ame and

not with such ontological matters as whether only one or

all of the analogates possess an intrinsic property. It

is on this ground that he holds that intrinsic and extrinsic

denomination do not provide a basis for a division in analogous

naming'. '1\vo di fficu1 ties present Jchemse1ves here. First

of all is it true that the doctrine of analogy is simply

a·logica.l doc-trine'? What abO'\.1"t the analogy of being f for

example f which for many philosophers in the Scholas-tic

tradition seems to be a rather crucial piece of metaph~sics

enabling US to escape from 1:11.13 Parmenidean One ( which could

hardly be the case if t.:·18 doctrine of analogy were simply

a logical doct:rine? Secondly f even if we grant thai: analogy

does belong to the realm of logic( is it not still the case

that the logical doctrine of Aquinas has rather definite

metaphysical presuppositions in the sense that he took it

for granted that the distinctions built into his logic
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reflected the structure of the world and given this, why

can we no·t make a log':Lca.l distinction be'c\veen analogous names

which signify a property intrinsic to all the analogates

and analogous names which signi fy a property intrinsic ·to

only one of the analogates. Such a distinction will indeed

involve a reference to things as they exist, but this will

not necessarily prevent the distinction being a logical dist-

inction unless i·t is ·the case that logic has not:.hing what.-

ever ·to do wi th the exls·tincJ vvo:cld, a cla,lIn which rnight seem

to run counter ·to l-\.quinas I whole idea of loqic.

Before we attempt to deal with these difficulties

which miS-Sh·t be urged agains·t McInerny's \'1hole in·terpretation

of analogy, let US indicate very briefly what constitutes the

realm of logic for Aquinas. 26 Logic is to be distinguished

from me·t.aphysics because unlike metapb.ysics it is not

concerned with things as they exist, but rather with the

properties attaching to things insofar as they are known by

reason. These properties he calls "second int:.entions". The

mind is first of all aware of extramental realities and their

propert.iesi its concepts of these are called first inten·tions

(wha.-t ·the rnind first Ii·tends tovva:rd I') • Second intentions,

on the other hand, are properties attaching to first intentions,

26 - '" h' .. J f d'A full t.reatment o:c L lS tOpl.C lS 'co :Je .oun In
Robert. VJ. Schmidt, S.J., 'The DOJ"l'tain of Logic According ·to
St. Thornas Aquinas (The Hague:-r;1ar··t.lDus'NiJhoff; 1966);
abrle:f ·treatrnentof ·the same topic is t.o be found in
McInerny, ~I.'!:1e ~?.g-is:: of Analo(jYt };J< 37--48.

McMASTER UNIVERSITY LIBRARY.
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properties which the mind or reason discovers through reflection

on its own operations. Concepts such as man, dog, animal,

thing etc. are first intentions; concepts such as species,

genus, definition, universal etc. are second intentions. To

first intentions there are things which answer directly in

reality. To be a man or a dog or a thing is to be something

in the real world. To second intentions there is no·thing

which answers directly in reality, for second intentions are

properties of first intentions. To be a species or a genus

or a definition or a universal is not to be something in the

. real '"",arId but rat:her to be someJching at.taching" ·to the

concepts or inten-tions which the mind has drawn Oili abstracted

from the real world. Second intentions, then, are not

simply fic·tions, they do have a remote foundation in reali t:y

insofar as they are properties or accidents of real things

1 ., . d 27 I' d' ,,'as t l.ese r::=Xlst 1.n. our rn1n s. wOg"lC, accor 1ng to l-;.c;punas,

has second inten-tions for i-ts subject ma-t'cer --- it is the

science of second intentions. Th us, the doctrin.e of analogy

insofar as it is a logical doctrine will not be directly

concerned with things as they exist In rerum natura but with

270f course, the distinction between things as they
exist in i-f~rum nn.-tura and things as they exist in our minds
is in no sense to be-confused wi-th -the K21ntian distinction
bet"leen the thing-"in-'itself arld the phenomenon. l\quinas
takes it for granted that we do have genuine knowledge of
extrament:al realities, but this does not preven"t him from
maintaining that our concepts of these realities have
properJeies (universali ty f fcn~ 12xample) Jeo which nothing
directly answerS in reality.
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the properties or accidents of things insofar as these exist

in our minds.

Now let US return to the business of intrinsic and

extrinsic denomina·ti on (to tackle ·the second di fficul'cy we

raised, first). McInern1s refusal to allow that these can

provide a basis for a division in analogous naming meets with

criticism from J. D. Beach, Who claims that intrinsic and

extrinsic denomination are themselves logical entitities,

since to be denominated intrinsically or extrinsically is

not a propert.y att,acking to a thing' as it exis·ts in rerum

na·tura. but only insofa.r as i·t is known and named. If this

is i::he ca.s(~ 1::hen Jco divide analogous names according ·to

intrinsic and extrinsic denomination is not, as McInerny

1 1 · 1 . . 28contendS, to emp.oy extra-_oglca crlterla.

replies to Beach as follows:

McInerny

"Hy o~vn con'ten·tion was that Caje'tan ba.ses his
distinction between these two (analogy
of attribution and analogy of proper
proportionality) on extra-logical
criteria: on whether or not the
perfection signified by t.he name exi~~_

28 John D. Beach, "Analogous Naming, Ex·trinsic
Denominatj,ol1 f and ·the Real On3.er ", The Modern Schoolman,
42 (1964-1965) p. 198-213. This crit:icIsm of J:v1c'Inerny is
cogent enough and one migh·t expect Beach to suppor't
Cajetan, but ins·teed he criticizes Caje·tan for "passing
from the fa.ct that an analog'ate is ext.rinsica11Y denominated
to the assertion that it lacks a formally inherent perfection,
and from ·that to the assertion thai: this si t.u21·tion in the
I'eal is a necessary concomibu1.t of analogy of attribution. (I

(p. 204) EU'L Beach failS to qive any alternative to this
way of understandinq extrinsic denomination and as a result
his arJcicle is s()ltle'i-lha.t confusing f a fact ,'7hicb McIn~rny

does not fail to note.
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in all the analogatesor in one alone.
It seems cleaY.- -to me Jchat SL 'Thomas
defines the analogous name in such a
way that nothing at all is said about
such determinate ontological matters.
In speaking of these two determinate
ontological situations, Cajetan employs
the notions of intrinsic and extrinsic
denomination. The clear impression
one gets is ~hat intrinsic and extrinsic
denomination name diverse real.
situations. If that is what intrinsic
and extrinsic denomination mean for
Cajetan, then analogous naming cannot
be distinguished on the basis of these
kinds of denomination.

. Professor Beach seems to think that
intrinsic and extrinsic denomination,
understood logically and not in the
Cajetanian fashion as ontological,
properly divide the analogy of names.
I will invite him to pers~e overtly
this hidden suggestion. I suspect that
it will. soon occur to him -thai: some
univocal names involve in-trinsic a.nd some
univocal names involveex-trinsic
denomination and that therefore intrihsic and
extrinsic denomination, be they ever so
logical, are- no·t aZ§'ropriately di visi ve of
analogous naming." .

In this reply it seems to us that McInerw does insist

too nmch on -the separation be-tween the logical and Jehe

real orders. 1'.s far as Aquinas is concerned, logical

distinctions will reflect the structure of reality and no

logical discw3sion can be carried on withou-t some reference

to the existent world. This will be -the case whether we

are talking about what constitutes a good definition or

29Ralph H. McInerny, "Reply to a Critic", The r'10dern
SchoQlman, 43 (1965-1966) p. 65-67.
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about signification and its different modes or about types

of analogous names. This is noi: ·to deny r of course what:.

we have already seen r I).arnely r that logic is no-t concerned

wi t11 things as -they exist f bu·t ro.·ther -to emphasize somewha:t

more than Mcfuerny does tha-t -there is necessarily (for

Aquinas r a-t any rate) a close relation be-tween the logical

and the real orders. Granted this, there seems to be no

decisive reason why we should not divide analogous names

on the basis of intrinsic and extrinsic denomination --

\\7i thout "trans gressin~T gene 1'0. Jl (i. e. vIi thout confusing logic

wi th a Sot lJ.dy of the real worl.d). When Hc 1nenll claims "cha·t

Caje-tan employs in-trinsic and extrinsic denominat:.ion -[:0

name diverse real si-tuations, he is not. being strictly fa.ir.

After all in 'l'h'::. !'-nalog7 o~_ :r';r~nes_ Caj etan is talking abouJc

names (i.e. about an aspect of things insofar as they are

known by us) and wha'(: he is point~ing out is tha-t some

analogous names have the properl:y of si~1nifying something

intrinsic to all the analogates and some have the property

of 8ig-ni fying som.e-thing intrinsi c t;o only one of the an.alogates.

In doing this, he is not talking about things as they exist

in rerum na:tura _.- to be intrinsicaLI or extrinsically

denomina-ted is only somethil1.g which happens -to a thing

insofar as it is known and nanled by us.

fOTe r we musi: disagree wi-th l'![clnerny.

At -this point, -there--

However r this doeE; no·t necessarily involve rejecting

his mairl. thesis f namely tll.a.t t:he doctrine of analogy is a
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logical doctrine, that a name or term is analogous

when it has a number of different, although related,

meanings ,one of Ylhich is primary and ·that what is primarily

signified by the analogous name may be said to be one of

the things which are named analogically (as in the one-·to-

another kind of analogy) or it may not (as in the many-to-

one ki"11d. of ] ) 30,~ orana_ogy. Mc~nerny is correct, we think, in

considering this to be the essential core of the doctrine

of analogy, but he is wrong when he insists that one

cannot further subdivide analogous names (of the one-to--

another type and the many-to-one type) into those which

signify properties intrinsic to all the analogates and those

which signify a property intrinsic to one analogate only.

However, this lat"ter division of analogous names is not,

as Cajetan seems to think, essential to the doctrine of

analogy, for, as J.\'1cInerrl' s ugges·ts, univocal names can also

be divided along the lines of intrinsic and extrinsic denomination.

The trouble vlit.h Ca.jetan is that he misinterprets the dictum

tha·t the rat.i,?_ prop~::-i~" of an analogous name is saved in

only one of the things to which the name is comrr;on: he

UJl.derstands this as laying do1tJ"D tha"t there is no"thing intrinsic

to -the secondary analoga"tes in virtue of which they receive

30 See above p. 90.
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the analogous name, But as Vle have seen the question of

the ratio p~opri~ and the qUGstion as -to whe-cher -the

analogous name signifies or does not signify a property

in-trinsic Jeo all the analogates ----, althoug'h ,,'Ie have argued

that these are both logical questions -- are two different

ques-cions and must not be confused 0 And it is just Jehis confusion

of which. Caje-tan is guilJey 0 Thus he Jehinks -thaJe the dictum

concerning the !atio propria just_ mentioned applies only to

his analogy of a-ttribution. But r as we have seen, this is

not the case: any name which is analogous, whether it

signifies a property intrinsic to all the analogates or not

will fall under this mle. Once this has been settled, then

one may go on -to divide analogous names on the basis of

intrinsic and extrinsic denomination, Wh.etrJe r i -t is

particularly helpful t.o go on -to make -this further .dis-tinction

is, of course, another matter.

But What of our first difficulty? Is the doctrine

of analogy a 10gical doctrine i.n the fi rst place? The

answer, in the light of our analysis in the present chapter,

musJc be yes 0 BoHever -this is not to deny -tha·t -c.he doctrine

of analogy is of sorne importance to one who would study

metaphysics (metaphysics, that is, in the Aristotelian and

Scholastic sense of the science of being as being). Just

as i-t is very important for the me-taphysician Jeo realize

tha-i: -there is no such thing as a subsis-tant universal bu·t

rather tha-t emivers ali ty is a property attaching t:o -the

natures or essences of real things insofar as these exist in
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the mind, so too it is important for him to realize that

many of Jehe key terms he mu~,:-t employ in his inquiry, terms

such as "being", "cause" , "unity" etc. r have at-tached to

them a sysJeema-tic ambig'uity in virtue of which they cannot

be said -to be simply univocal or simply equivocal. "Being"

is certainly an analogous term and like other analogous terms

of v'vhich it is predica-ted, namely subsi:ance. "Being" as

predicated of quantity, quality, relation etc. and, indeed,

of God himself will be predicated of these insofar as they

are rela-ted to 'Vlhat saves Jehe ra~io pro...;rr~a of the term.

Certainly the diversity of actual being may be expressed

in terms of the metaphysical proportionality: as substantial

being is proport.iona-te to the naJcure of substance f so

accidental being is proportionate to the nature of accident

and the Divine being is proportionate to the Divine nature. 31

However this does not alter the fact that one meaning of the

·term "being" is primary and will elyter into an explana-tion

of the term as predicated of the other analogates.

,----,...-------

If this

31'rhe problem wiJeh this las·t proportion is tha·t in
God nature and being, essence and existencq are identical.
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is denied' f that is, if it. is main·tain.3d tha-t -the term "being"

is predicated as properly of acciden-t as i'c of substance or

of God, i i:: is very di fficult t:o see hOt'l "being II can be any

more an analogous term than animal as p!edicated of Fido and

Socrates.

Concl usi:'C::m

In Chap-ter One we examined the orig-in and nature of

What traditionally have been considered two very different

kinds of analogy, analogy of attribution and analogy of proper

propox:--t:ionali ty. In Chapter Two we focussed on the question

of intrinsic and extrinsic denomination and hoW Cajetan

employs Jchese to dravv a sharp dis-tinction bet'i,\Teen his two

main divisions of analogy. HO'\i"iever we Saw -that there is

a distinct difficulty in reconciling what Cajetan has to

say about analogy with Aquinas I insis-tence ,tha-t rrwha'tever

is said analogically of many things is found according to

its ratio propri~ in only one of them from which the others

are denominated. H In Chap'ter 'I'hree v've took a more thorough

look at the Whole question of analogy in the light of

Ralph ~cInerny~ insistence that Cajetan has misinterpreted

tlie dic,tum concerning the rati.s:~ prop.!i~ of analogous names

as entailing that only one of the analogates is intrinsicallY

c1enomina'ted. Because of this confusion Cajetan I s interpretation

of Aquinas is inevitab],y deficient and his division of

analogy into analogy of attribution and an analoqy of proper- --

proportionality is misleading insofar as he thinks that a

rule 'V"ihi.ch will apply to any analogy applies 011.1:)( to analogy,
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However, unlike McInerny, ';de ha.ve suggested

that i·t is indeed possible to dis·tinguish bet,\\7een analogous

names which signify a property int.rinsic ·to one analoga·te

alone and analogous names vlhich si,g'nifY a property in·trin.sic

to all the analogates, without transgressing genera, that

is, without confusing the logical and the real orders. It

is no'c for this reason that Cajet:an's division is unsatisfactory.

l·t is 'U..'1.satisfac·tory because he failS to keep two

dis·ti.nct. log-ical issues separate. Ee fails, in other words,

to realize that it is one thing to say that an analogous

name is predicated primarily and most properly qf only one

of the analogates and quite another to say that it signifies

a property intrinsic to only one o~ the analogates.

We have 5.1"1 ·th.e cou:r.:-se of our discussion referred t.o

the importance of analogy in the area. of reliqious discourse.

We have not att.emp'ted to deal systematically with this

problem, that is, to specify in What way the things we say

of God arc meani11gfu1. '1'0 carry ou·t this ·task sa·tisfactorily

if it can be carrj.ed out -- would require a detailed study

of a host of problems w~ich would take us beyond the scope of

t.ll.is essay,. All that we have at·tempted is a limited

investigation in·to -the Scholastic doc·trine of analogy and

if some light has been shed on thif; t:opic, then f our end

has been achieved.
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